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ABSTRACT
Ice hockey is one of the most popular sports in Canada and has witnessed a large
influx of female participants over the last ten yean. More female players are competing
in ice hockey and are joining the sport at al1 aga. Concems with women's hockey are

that the majority of the game is played "on the ice" and many of the shots taken are wrist
shots fiom in close to the goalie. The goal of the Canadian Hockey Association is to
increase the velocity of the shots of female players and make it easier to raise the puck

off the ice. The present study investigated the effects of the use of light weight pucks on
women's hockey using four pucks of different weights (4.5 oq 5.0 oz, 5.5 oz, and the
regulation 6.0 oz puck). The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of light
weight pucks on the biomechanics of the wrist shot, as well as, the puck velocity and
accuracy of the wrist shot arnong elite female hockey players. A subproblem was to
determine if any difference exists in the stickhandling, passing and goaltending skills of
elite developmental female players when using a lighter puck An additional subproblem
was to gather pre and post attitudinal data ofelite female players to see if there is a

diEerence in opinion on adopting a lighter puck between age groups and if the players
supported its adoption. Three direrent twls were used to analyre the effects of light
weight pucks on the women's game including; 3 dimensional film analysis of the wrist
shot, a battery of five hockey ski11 tests and attitudinal data collected fiom pre and post
test surveys. Twelve subjects from the Canadian National Women's Team (NWT) and 25
subjects fiom the Canadian National Under 22 Team (U22)participated in the study.
Results suggested that there was no signiticant difference in the kinematic variables of
the wrist shot between pucks of four different weights. There was no significant

difference in puck velocity between the four puck weights. The passing ski11 test was the

only ski11 test that yielded significant results with the four puck weights. Passing times
for the 4.5 oz puck were significantly slower than the passing results of the 5.0 oz, 5.5 oz

and 6.0 oz pucks. Survey results suggested that there was a diserence in opinion
between the NWT and the U22 in regards to the effects ofa light weight puck on
women's hockey. Finally, the survey data dso revealed that the adoption of a light
weight puck into women's hockey was not favored by the NWT or the U22 team.
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"THE EFFECTS OF THE USE OF LIGHT WEIGHT PUCKS ON

SKILL PERFORMANCE IN WOMEN'S HOCKEY"

CHAPTER 1

Ice hockey is one of the most popular sports in Canada and is often referred to by
Canadians as "their game". Many Canadians and especially those involved in the hockey
community believe that there has been a decrease in enrollment in youth hockey over the
past few years. Hockey is an expensive sport and the costs of equipment and registration
can be very high, depending on the Ievel of hockey the child is playing Despite the
economic commitment, and contrary to popular belief, enrollment in amateur hockey has
increased in the past decade while soccer and swimming have expenenced a decrease in
enroUment. From 1991 to 1996, there was a 23% increase in the number of male players
registered in Canada (Canadian Amateur Hockey Association, 1995/1996). However,
this was not the most significant increase in participation during that six-year period. The
number of female participants registered with the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association

(CAHA)increased by 200%. In 1996, the total number of players sanctioned by the
CAHA reached 507,000 with female players making up 5% of that population.

Many studies have looked at the attrition rates and motives of male and female
sport participants. The majority of these studies are survey based (Burton, 1988; Gould,
1987; Gould and Hom, 1984; Robinson and Carron, 1982) and explore reasons for why

playen may continue in a sport or drop out. Six major reasons for playing youth sports,
Iisted in order of importance are; fun, improving and learning new skills, affiliation with
other players, fitness, competit ion and energy release (Gill, Gross, and Huddleston, 1983,

Gould, Feltz and Weiss, 1985; Gould and Hom, 1984; Weiss, 1993)- Studies by Burton
(1988), Gould (1987), Gould and Hom (1984) and Robinson and Canon (1982) also

reveal the problems that cause children to leave a sport such as lack of playing time,
inadequate instruction, cornpetitive stress, lack of peer-parental support, etc. In order to
increase or rnaintain enrollment, parents, coaches and fans must focus on the positive
aspects of the game that keep children cornhg back to the nnk. Improving on old skills
and learning new ones are aspects that parents and coaches should pay more attention to.
Children want to leam and get better, practice breeds success. Lack ofdevelopment often
leads to mistration that rnay eventually cause a player to leave the sport.
Boyd, Trudel and Donohue (1997) cite studies that report that the enjoyment of
the athletes, male and female, is dependent on the proficiency and rate of acquisition of
various skills. In regards to women's hockey, an influx of ringette players has resulted
in a rapid increase in playen at al1 age levels compared to male hockey in which the
majority of new players are in the youth categories. This results in a vast range of skill
level in each age group, especially in the areas of puckhandling and shooting. Many of
the participants who played ringette in the past can skate at a high ski11 level. However,
the shooting and handling of a ring are much different than with a puck and some female
players experience fmstration when playing with the unfamiliar black disc.

In addition to having female participants join the sport at a later age or different
developmental level, the puck was designed many years ago with the intention of being
used by male players. 'Tt has been suggested that skill performance by women may be
limited in those sports which do not have modified equipment designed specifically for
their use (Eason, 1965; Pitts, 1985). The differences in perlormance may be attributed to

the contrasts in height, weight, hand size and upper body strength between males and
females in sports employing the same equipment (Eason, 1978; Hu&

1984; Dailey and

Ha&, 1984; Critelli, 1984; and Pitts, f 985). ' W e s are, on average, 10 cm taller and kg
heavier than the average female; males are 30 percent stronger in the lower body and up
to 50 percent stronger in the upper body than females; males have faster movement time
and reaction time; males have only one-third to one-haif of the percent body fat of
females; males have wider shoulders and a higher center of gravity than females"
(Alexander, 2001, p- Ag). Males may not be more skilled than females but there bodies
are not comparable and either are the sports they participate in. "The female shot put
(eight pounds, nine ounces) weighs just over one half as much as the male shot put
(16lb); and no one woiild even consider having them compete together or try to use the

same implernent" (Alexander, 2001, p. Ag) Equipment modification is not only usefûl
for gender differences but for any strength and size differences between players. A report
by Strean (1999) suggested that a 50 kg (80 Ib) child using a regulation 234.4 g (6.00~)

puck is equivalent to a 94 kg (150 lb) player using a 3 125g (1 1oz) puck He also stated
that attempting to learn and adopt new skills with equipment that is not designed for a
participant's size, weight and strength is counterproductive. One of the greatest players
to ever lace up a pair of skates, Wayne Gretzky, agrees with this statement and is quoted
as saying "Why does my son, who's nine years old, use the sarne puck that 1 use? Why

should he have to? It should be a lighter puck". Considenng the impact Wayne Gntzky
has made on the sport of ice hockey, it is diff~cultto ignore his suggestions and
recommendations.

Forhmately, the sport of ice hockey does not shy away fiom equipment
modifications and adopted a lighter, thinner and more flexible stick for younger players.
A study by Dore and Roy (1976) in the rnid 1970's analyzed the eEects of stick

flexibility on shot velocity among various players. As a result of the recommendations
and findings of t his study, a new stick was designed for the youth of the game- More
rzcently, stick manufacturers have designed sticks for female players that are d s o lighter,
thinner and more flexible- The question is, are more equipment modifications necessary
to accommodate the female and youth hockey player?

The Province of Alberta (Strean, 1999) answered yes to this question and adopted
a lighter puck for players participating in youth hockey at the Initiation (6-9 years olds)
and Novice levels (9-1 1 year olds). The inaugural season with the puck was a positive
one and the puck, which is 2 oz lighter than the conventional 6 oz puck, was helpfül for
players leaming new ski1ls, and increased the confidence of younger participants,
especially at lower skill levels (Strean, 1999)- The data for the study were collected fiom
28 coaches in a focus group and from 138 surveys returned by parents.

The results from a focus group for coaches suggested that the 4.0 oz puck was
useful for ski11 development at the Initiation level. The lighter puck improved the players'
ability to handle the puck in front of the body while skating, increased contidence among

players and made the game more challenging for the goaltenders. The rnost noticeable
difference was the players' abiIity to raise the puck at a much earlier age. At the Novice
level, coaches' reactions were generally positive, especially at the lower ski11 levels as
players demonstrated improved puck skills. However, at the higher skill levels, coaches
l

expressed concern about using the 4 oz puck in agame and reported that the puck

bounced too mcch and players often over skated the puciq especially when the ice was
slower near the latter stages ofa game.

It should be noted that these concerns were not

evident at the lower skill levels,

The results of the parental survey at the Initiation level were similar to the
sentiments of the coaches. There was a general consensus that kids loved the lighter puck
as the players were able to stick handle and raise the 4 oz projectile more easily. Parents
also reported that the children learned new skills at a greater rate and improved in other

skills that elevated the players' confidence, especially at the lower skill levels. As with
the coaches, there was concem regarding the liveliness of the puck as it bounced too
much and it stuck to the ice more in the latter stages of a game, when the ice was slow.
However, nearly all t h e parents approved the use of the 4 oz puck at the Initiation level-

The parents' reactions at the Novice level were much more diverse and ranged from
"absolutely useless waste of time" to "best idea in 20 years". The parents of the older,
more experienced and skilied players expressed a more negative attitude towards the use
of a Iight weight puck. Parents were also concemed with the amount of bounce the puck
possessed and felt it did not slide as well on the snowy ice, that there were too many
shots over the net, and there were increased diEculties in face-off situations. Many

parents reported the puck was a good idea for the Initiation level but was not necessary at

the Novice level. Parents at both levels agreed that the puck bounced too much and there
was concem over the transition to the regulation puck when the children advance to an
older age level or when games are played in a province that does not use the lighter puck-

It is unfoxtunate that the players were not surveyed in this study as the players' attitudes

towards the use of a light weight puck would have been useful.

As a result of the report, Strean (1999) recommended the use of a heavier, 5 oz
puck at the higher skill levels in the Novice age category and a puck that wauld be

designed to bounce less- The present study included the use of a 5-0 oz puck as well as a
4.5 oz and 5.5 oz puck. This gave the players a chance to try al1 three weights and note

any differences in feel or bounce between weights. Strean (1999) also suggested a more
scientific examination of the effects on skill development, which this study attempted to
address. In addition to the implementation of the lighter puck at the Initiation level in
Alberta, the 4.0 oz puck was used by the U.S.A. National Women's team in an exhibition
match in 1999. Although there is no research data avaiIable, in general, the attitudes of
the players towards the use o f a light weight puck in women's hockey were positive.
Their interest in the Iight weight puck dong with the youth programs in Alberta
mentioned above, are two reasons the present study was initiated.
There are many sports where women use a lighter projectile than men, based on
their differences in height, weight and strength- Females use a lighter projectile in al1
track and field throwing events, as well as in the sport of basketball. The NCAA
women's basketball program began using the lighter (2 1/2 oz Iighter) and smaller (2.5
cm smaller in circumference) basketball for intercollegiate competition in the 1984-1985

season and used it for interschulastic play in the subsequent year (Husak, Poto, Stein,
1986). The process of adopting a lighter projectile was a lengthy one that lasted two

years. Initial1y, there were concerns over the cost of the basketball, how female
basketball would be viewed, and international repercussions that might result fiam the
smaller basketball (Hutchison, 1984). In the end, the selection committee had 12 votes

for the smaller basketball and four against. It was suggested to those who opposed the

change to "utilize the basketball for one season, critically evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses, and prepare your arguments for the next spring" @utchinson, 1984, p 21).
Pnor to accepting the use of a lighter and smaller basketball in the Canadian
Interuniversity Athletic Union (CIAU), a major study was pedonned by Bedingfield and
Skleryk (1985). Three different basketballs were used and subjects included 71 female
and 35 male CIAU basketball players, The players performed a battery of basketball ski11
tests that included passing, dribbling and shooting. It was concluded that passing speed
was increased, consistent with the tindings of McClements ,Bell, Fairlax, Fry and

Wilson (1982). Dribbling performance was reduced, and the smaller ball was not found
to improve performance in any of the five skill tests- McClements et al. (1982) and

Bedingfield and Skleryk (1985) noted that sending skills (Le. passing and shooting) were
performed better with the smaller bal], whereas receiving skills (catching a pass) favored
the larger bal]. Therefore, the results offset one another. An optimal bal1 size would be
one that had positive effects on both sending and receiving skills. McClements et al.
(1982) included similar tests and many of the results were consistent with those of

Bedingfield and Skleryk (1985). Although both studies yielded similar results,
Bedingfield and Skleryk (1985)were not in favor of the smaller lighter bal], contrary to
McClements (1982). Bedingfield's and Skleryk's (1985) conclusion was that "the ball
would not be suitable as an alternative to the larger basketbalt currently used for CIAU
intercollegiate play" (p.39) and until this present day, the smaller ball has not been
adopted by the CIAU for intercollegiate play.
The adoption of lighter projectiles is common in youth and minor sport
organizations. In fact, "it is difficult to find a sport that does not modify the size of its

equiprnent to match the size and strength of the kids. In soccer, the under 10 category
uses a size 3 ball, under 13 uses a size 4 bal1 and it is not until athletes reach the under 15
category that they use a regdation size 5 ball" (Strean, 1999, p.3).
The major difference in hockey is that the lighter puck is still the same size as the
standard puck and may not affect receiving skills as did the smaller basketball. One
concem with the lighter puck is the "liveliness7' of the objed as identified in Strean7s
(1999) study. It was also discovered with the lighter basketball that shots tended to rim

out or bounce off the n m more ofien because the bal1 was lighter, cancelling out the
effectiveness of longer range shots (Valkenburg, 1985). As with the lighter basketball,
several studies must be performed to evaluate the effect of a lighter puck on the
performance of female hockey players-

Purpose o î the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a light weight puck on
the biomechanics of the - i s tshot, as well as the puck velocity and accuracy of the wrist
shot among elite female hockey players. Subpurpose #1 o f the study was to detemine if
any difference exists in the stickhandling, passing, and goaltending skills of elite

developmental female players when using a light weight puck. Subpurpose #2 was to
gather pre and post attitudinal data of elite female players to see if there is a difference in
opinion on adopting a lighter puck between age groups and if the players supported the
change.
Nul1 Hypotheses
1) The biomechanics of the wrist shot will not differ when executing a wrist shot using a

Iight weight puck (2) the puck velocity of the shot will not increase. 3) The passing and

shooting skills of the fernale hockey players will not differ when using the light weight
pucks. 4) Attitudinal data will not differ between age groups and the players will not
support the adoption of a Iighter projectile into the sport of women's hockey.

Rationale for the Study
The use of a Iight weight puck by females may increase the velocity of the wtist
shot and allow the players to raise the puck off the ice at a greater angle and velocity.
One concem of women's hockey is that the game is played, for the most part, on the ice

and the number of times the puck is raised off the ice is minimal. An increase in the
vertical and horizontal velocities of the puck may challenge the goalies to a greater
degree and lead to more goals. In addition, the players would pass the puck with a
greater velocity and increase the overall speed at which the game is played.

It is

possible the players will also be more proticient in stickhandling with the lighter puck,
further increasing the speed o f the game. A Iighter puck may result in improved
technique and more rapid development of shooting skills, as it did at the Initiation level in
Alberta (Strean 1999), narrowing the gap in ski11 level that currently exists in women's
hockey. Acquisition of new skills and the improvement of old ones may increase
players' contidence, especially at the lower skill Ievels. However, with the limited time
and resources available for the study, elite playen were used for testing as their ski11
performance is more consistent and any change in skill performance will be more evident
corn one trial to the next. In addition, many of the developing players look up to the
National Team members and value their opinions. The attitudes of the players on the
Nationa! team may influence those of the developing less expenenced players.

"Women's ice hockey is one ofthe fistest growiongsports in Canada" (Boyd et
al. 1997,p.3 1)- It is important that the current participants and those that join in the future
have fun and continue to develop their skills. However, before the light weight puck is
implemented at this level, players should be given the opportunity t o expenence the light
weight puck and express their attitudes towards it. It is dificult for players to comment

on a concept they have never been exposed to, or t o accept a new projectile that they have
never tried. Allowing female players to explore the light weight pucks will not only
provide investigators with more accurate feelings and attitudes towards the light weight
puck, it will provide the athletes with a sense of involvement in the decision to adopt a
Iight weight puck in women's hockey. It will also provide the investigaton with
objective data on the effects of a light weight puck on skill performance.

Limitations
1. Selection of highly skilled female hockey players Iimited the number o f subjects in the

study and decreased the generalirability o f the results.
2. Due to time restraints, the players performed some of the ski11 tests once instead o f

twice which may have decreased the differences in performance that were witnessed, as
even one practice trial usually results in substantial improvement of the skill (Burton and
Welch, 1990).

Delimitations
1.

Ail subjects were elite female hockey players from the Canadian National

Women's Senior Team and the Canadian National Women's Under 22 Team,

Definition of Terms
Angular displacement: change in angular position (Hall, 1999).

Angular velocity: rate of change of angular position (Hall, 1999)
Angular displacement of the hip: change in the angle formed by drawing a line fiom

the joint center of one hip to the joint center of the other hip and comecting it to the z

ais,
Angular disphcement of the stick blade: change in the angle formed by drawing a line

fiom the toe of the stick blade to the heal of the stick blade and c o ~ e c t i n the
g heal to a
line that represents the x axisAngular displacement of the shoulder girdle: change in the angle fonned by drawing a

line from the joint center of one shoulder to the joint center of the other shoulder and
connecting it to the z mis.
Angular velocity of the hip: rate of angular displacement of the hip.
Angular velocity of the stick blrde: rate of angular displacement of the stick blade.
Angular velocity of the shoulder: rate of angular displacement of the shoulder girdle.
Coefîicient of restitution: index of elasticity for bodies of a collision (Hall, 1999).
Fo renrm pronation: pronation is the movement of the forearm and hand that rotates the

radius medially around the longitudinal axis so that the palm of the hand faces postenorly
(Moore & Dailey, 1999).
Impulse: the product of an applied force and the time over which the force is applied

(Hall, 1999)Momentum: the product of the mass of a body or object and the velocity at which the

body or object is travelling (Hall, 1999).
Resultant disphcement: displacement of an object in the x, y ,and z reference planes.

Resultant velocity: rate of displacement of an object in the x, y, and z planes.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Wrist Shot

There are four basic shots in ice hockey; the wrist or sweep shot, the snap shot,
the slap shot and the backhand- The snap, wrist and slap shots are forehand shooting
motions, while the backhand, as its name suggests, is a backhand shooting motion
(Halliwell, Groppel, & Ward, 1978). For the purposes of this study, the wrist shot was
selected over the more difticult and less accurate snap and slap shots. The wrist shot can
be performed while the player is stationary or while skating but similar to the study by
Dore and Roy (1976), only the stationary wrist shot was studied. This ensured the player
rernained in the calibrated spatial planes throughout the movement, increasing the
accuracy of the video analysis.
Although many youngsters and fans are fascinated with the velocity of the slap
shot, several of the leçendory Montreal Canadians state that "the wrist shot is a much
more accurate shoty'and "the key is not to want to shoot the puck through the net or to
rnake the big sound on the boards. It is to combine the speed of executing the shot with

precision" (Tremblay, 2 977-78, p. 18). These words of wisdom continue to be echoed
throughout the hockey world by many of its great players. The reason the wrist shot is so
accurate is "...it allows the player to feel the puck tight to his stick blade and he can aim
the shot at his leisure, and at al1 times he can look at the target he has selected"
(Tremblay, 1977-78, p. 18). Despite the accuracy and fiequency of use of the wrist shot,
little research has been done on this skill. "A Iimited amount of research has been done

on ice hockey. A few studies have subjectively dealt with the mechanics of shooting and
passing. ..." (Naud and Holt, 1975, p.12). Dore and Roy (1976). two of the most prolific
hockey researchers, stated that only one study in 1974 by Romanchevsb had dealt with
the kinematics and kinetics of ice hockey shots up to that point.
Dore and Roy (1976) did perform a kinematic analysis of hockey shots and
reported that the force diagrams of the k s t shot were quite repeatable fiom one player to
another. One possible explanation is the wrist shot is less difficult to perform and is,
therefore, quite uniform between players.
" During the wind up of the stationary wrkt shot, the puck is brought backward
along the ice and is kept in contact with the blade of the stick throughout the
shooting action. The stick is then brought forward rapidly in a sweeping action
and is terminated by additional wrist snap, forearm pronation of the bottom hand,
forearm supination of the upper hand and follow through to obtain maximum
velocity of the shot. The shooter is allowed only one stnde fornard, which is part
of the natural shooting action. The length of the backswing on the windup and the
amount of sweep and wrist action varies a great deal among hockey players"
(Alexander, Drake, Reichenbach, Haddod, J. 1963, p.259)The large variation in the backswing, the amount of sweep and the wrist action between

players may be due to the strength of the athlete or the time they have to release the shot.
It is possible that players that are stronger and release the puck quicker, have an
abbreviated backswing and a quicker and more forcefil wrist action to accomplish the
velocity of their shot. Tony Granato of the San Jose Sharks States that "accuracy is one
of the most important things and quick release is another.. ..with the speed of the game
and the tremendous goaltending in the N.H.L., quick release is importanty7

(www.exploratorium.edu/hocke~shootinpBtA physicist for exploratorium.com
reported "without the wind-up, part of the energy cornes fiom the player pressing down
o n the stick and then releasing it suddenly (with a flick of the wrists). The stick stores the

energy and the wrist movement releases it- How fast a player can rnake the puck go
depends not just the force that the stick exerts on the puck, but the arnount of time that
the stick is in contact with the puck" (~.ex~loraton'um~edu/hockev/shootine/htmI~~
This is consistent with Newton's second Iaw and the relationship between momentum
and impulse. Basically, when an impulse acts on a system (the stick on the puck), the
momentum of the system (the puck changes) depending on the magnitude of the impulse
(Halt, 1999). Impulse (J) is the product of the magnitude of the force @ and the time
over which the force is applied (t). The greater the force and the longer period of time
over which the force acts, the greater the impulse. The greater the impulse, the greater
the change in momentum or puck velocity of the wrist shot (Hall, 1999). Therefore, if
the playen use a longer backswing dunng the wrist shot and the puck stays in contact
with the stick blade longer, the velocity of the puck will be greater than if the player used
a shorter backswing but applied the same force.

Additionally, a study by Halliwell et al. (1978) investigated the motion of the top
and bonom hand of professional players executing a wrist shot The authors discovered
that the pattern of the hands differed between a high and a low shot. Aithough the pattern

of the handq the amount of wrist action, and the length of the backswing may differ
between players, the biomechanics of the forward sweeping action of the player are very
sirnilar within and between players @ore and Roy, 1976).
As in many other skills in sports, the wrist shot can be broken down into its
component parts for analysis. For ease of analysis, a ski11 can be broken down into the
following 5 parts:

1) Preparatory movements -the movements the athlete perConns to get ready for the

ski11 such as footwork or body position2) Backswing - the movements made just prior to the force-producing movements in a

skill.
3) Force producing movements - these include al1 body movements which are executed

to produce force for impact or propulsion.
4) Critical instant -the point in the ski11 which detemines the effectiveness of the skill,

and inchdes release of an implement, impact with a bal1 etc.
5) Follow-through -the body movements that occur following the critical instant, and

occur primarily to decelerate body parts to prevent injury. (Alexander, 1999).
These five components of the wrist shot will each be discussed in detail below-

Preparatory movements

During the preparatory movements of the wrist shot (Figure 2-la) the feet are
placed shoulder width apart and the knees are slightly bent (Hayward, 1978). The lefb

right axis through the shoulders, hips knees and ankles are perpendicular to the cross bar.
The top hand on the stick is placed at the butt of the stick in a shake hands position. The

Iower hand is placed on the stick about shoulder width distance fiom the top hand. The

thenar and hypothenar eminences (fleshy part of the hand) are placed behind the sh& of
the stick to allow for the greatest force to be applied. For the stationary wrist shot, the

puck is placed in the middle of the long axis of the feet, about 50 cm anterior to the
horizontal line connecting the toe of one skate blade to the toe of the other blade. The
blade of the stick is in a neutral (vertical) position (Figure 2-lb). Head is slightly flexed

and eyes are on the puck to ensure it is positioned near the middie or the heel of the stick

blade.

Figure 2-1 (a) Frontai view of the preparatory movements of the wrist sliot. (b) Fronîai view o f the
stick blade in a neutmi position.

Backswing movements
As the player executes the backswing movements of the skill (Figure 2-2) the blade of the

stick is placed anterior to (in front of) the puck and is tilted posteriorly, backwards,
(Fi y r e 2-3) with the puck behveen the heel and the middle of the blade (Hayward,

Figure 2-2 Frontal view of the backswing movements of the wrist shot.

Figure 2-3 Sagittal view ofthe stick blade in a posterior tilt position

This is achieved by supinating the bottom hand on the stick and pronating the top
hand to angle the blade of the stick postenorly fiom its neutral position, this action
prevents the puck fkom sliding off the stick. The puck is kept in contact with the blade
throughout the backswing movements (Alexander et al., 1963). The top arrn on the stick
begins to honzontally adduct in the frontal plane (move across the body) as the bottom
arm horizontal1y abducts (rnoves away fiom the body) in the same plane to sweep the

puck laterally backward to the foot fûrthest from the goal. Hayward (1978) States that the
puck shouId be ptaced about 30 cm behind the player's rear foot. Dunng this motion the
weight is transferred fkom the front foot (foot closest to the goal) to the back foot by
plantarflexing (top of the foot moves away from the lower leg) the ankle and extending
the knee and hip joints of the front leg. In the contralateral (opposite) Ieg, dorsifiexion
(top of the foot moves closer to the lower leg) of the ankle and deeper flexion of the hip
and knee occur to accommodate the weight shift. This weight transfer loads the back leg
and puts the plantarflexors, knee extensors, and hip extensors on a stretch. If done
quickly, the stretching evokes the stretch reflex enhancing voluntaiy muscle contraction
and increasing the power of the movement (Fleisig, Barrentine, Escamilla, & Andrews,

1996). The tmnk is rotated about the long axis of the body away fiom the goal and is in

slight flexion.
Force producing movements
The force producing movements (Figure 24a) begin when the backswing ends. It
is critical to begin the force producing movements immediately after the muscles of the
back leg have been put on a stretch to initiate the stretch reflex- As the plantarflexors,

knee and hip extensors contract, the weight is shifted to the fkont leg and the stick begins
to move fonvard in a rapid sweeping action with the blade tilted over the puck in a
forward tilt position (Figure 24b).

Fiy re 2-4 (a) Sagitîal view of the force pcoducing movemenl of ihe -a shot @) Sagittal
view of the stick blade in an anterior tilt position

This decreases the likelihood that the puck will slide offthe blade and is

accomplished by pronating the lower hand and supinating the top hand. 'The front leg is
critical at this point as it must be ngid with the skates parallel to the direction of the shot

to allow the hips to "get through" and stabilizes the player for a body check" (Hayes,
1965, p.3 1). This allows for increased hip rotation and more power to be generated fiom
the push offof the back leg (Hayward, 1978). Hip rotation is followed by rotation of the
tmnk about the longitudinal avis of the body as the elbow of the top hand is held close to
the body to decrease the radius of rotation and increase the velocity of the stick (Hayes,
1965). The greater the radius of rotation of the upper body about the longitudinal axis of
the tmnk, the greater the inertia, or resistance to rotation, of the tmnk and the slower the
movernent ,*-1(

where 1represents inertia, m i s the mas of the stick and upper Iimbs,

and k 2 is the radius of gyration. The weight of the stick and upper limbs rernains
constant, therefore, any increase in the radius of gyration results in an increase in inertia,
or the resistance of a body to rotate (Hall, 1999). The arm of the bottom hand remains
straight to transfer the power fkom the weight shift and rotation of the hips, trunk and
tinally the shouiders to the shaft of the stick (Hayward, 1978).
Dunng the fonvard sweep of the stick, the upper hand is ahead of the lower hand and
places the blade and the shaft of the stick at an acute angle to the vertical. As the stick
cornes through, the blade and the shaft gradually lose the forward tilt and become near
vertical as the stick passes the front leg. Just prior to critical instant or release of the
puck, the top hand rapidly reverses its forward movement and moves away fiom the

target and towards the body as the lower hand continues to the target. The shaft of the
stick acts as a first class lever as the top hand reverses its direction and the bottom hand
becomes the filcrum. However, it can also be thought of as a third class lever because
the bottom hand is continuously moving and the top hand's displacement is minimal. In
either case, the puck is the resistance (Hall, 1999). It is possible that the more the player

takes advantage of the first class lever, the greater the height of the shot as the lever
projects the blade of the stick rapidly in the vertical direction. Whether the player is
executing a high or low shot, it appears the stick serves as both a P and 3" class lever
throughout the movernent. The head should be rotated towards the target and the eyes
should be looking for an opening on the goaltender throughout this movement.
Critical instant
Critical instant (Figure 2-5) is the point at which the puck is released fiom the
blade of the stick during the wrist shot. It is the point dunng the wrist shot that
determines the angle and velocity of release as well as the direction of the shot. By tilting
the blade of the stick anteriorly, or posteriorly, or rotating the blade about the longitudinal
axis of the stick in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, the puck can be aimed
towards the target. In addition, it appears this is the point in the shot where the bottom
hand is rapidly pronated as the top hand supinates about the forearm axiw As the wrist
uncocks and snaps into this position, power is added to the shot. It is fiom this
movement that the shot was given its name (Hayward, 1978). The power (P) of this shot

(P=W/T) is dependent on the force of the wrist action multiplied by the distance over
which it occurs divided by the time over which the force is applied (Efall, f 999)- In this
equation, W is equal to work or force * distance and t is equal to time. The goal of the
wrist shot is to move the stick through the greatest distance with the most force possible
in a very short interval of time to achieve maximal power of the shot-

Figure 2-5 Frontal view of the cn'tid instant phase of the wrist shot.

Follow through movements
Immediately afier the critical instant, the follow through movernents (Figure 2-6)
of the wrist shot are executed. During this phase of the ski11 there should be a complete
follow through of the arms, body and legs as the eyes continue to focus on the target
(Hayward, 1978). The follow through should occur over the greatest distance and time
possible to slow down the body and prevent injury. An impulse (J) is needed to stop the
momentum (mv, where m = mass and v = velocity) of the arms and stick and because the
momentum of the ams and stick are so large, a great impulse is required. Impulse is
equal to the change in momentum of a body (mvi - mvf) and can be broken down into
force multiplied by time. Therefore, if it is possible to slow down the body over a greater
period of time, the chance of injury is reduced. To slow down the momentum of the
body, there is dorsiflexion of the ankle, knee and hip flexion in the front leg, an eccentric
contraction of the trunk rotaton on the left side of the body to decrease tmnk rotation,
and contraction of the a m extensors, horizontal abductors and supinaton of the left arm
to slow down the velocity of the upper limb. Dunng this phase, the hips, trunk and

shoulders complete the action of rotation. Flexion and horizontal adduction of the left
shouIder are stopped along with pronation of the lefi forearm.

Figure 2 4 Frontal view of the follow through movementsof the wtist sliot

Pucks
The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of a Iight weight puck on
women's hockey. Therefore, three lighter weight pucks were produced giving four
different pucks to be used for testing, diEering in weight but not size. The standard o r
regulation puck is 6 oz (170.1g) in weight, 7.5 cm in radius and a height of 2.5 cm. The
three test pucks were manufactured by Viceroy Rubbers and Plastics Limited (Toronto,
Ontario). Ail of the test pucks were color coded on one side o f the puck and labeled with
the Canadian Hockey logo and weight of the puck. The lightest puck was 4.5 oz (127.58
g) and had a yellow label on the one side, the blue puck was 5.0 oz (141.75 g) in weight

and the heaviest puck of the test pucks was red in color with a weight of 5.5 oz or
155.93g. The pucks increased in weight in 0.5 oz (14.18 g) increments. it was reported

in the study by Strean (1999) that the lighter, less dense pucks were "livelier" than the
regulation pucks, however, the coefficient of restitution of the pucks has not been tested.

Video Analysis

This study used video analysis to investigate the biomechanics of the wrîst shot
and determine if a player's technique changed when a lighter puck was shot. Video

analysis was also utilized to calculate the velocity of the puck as it is more accurate than

a radar gun, often used to determine the velocity of a puck or baseball.
Many scientists and researchers use film and video analysis t o study a particular
ski11 or movement pattern of an athlete. Many of the sports movements occur at such a
high velocity it is impractical to use the human eye to observe components of the skill.
Video and fiIm tape allow the observer to view the film one fiame at a time and break the
skill into its various components.
In the past few years there has been a trend to replace cinematography or film
with video for the purpose of analysis in the field of biomechanics (Angulo and Dapena,
1992). There are several advantages to using video, some of which include: low cost of

videotapes, the images are immediately available for analysis, filming procedures can be
adjusted on site immediately af€erviewing the film and erron in exposure are less likely.
Unfartunately, video film does have its disadvantages: the overall quality of the tape is
infenor to film, decreasing the accuracy of data obtained by manual digitization.
'Trevious studies have shown data obtained fiom video images to be of lower accuracy
than those derived fiom cinefilm" (Shapiro, Blow and Rash, 1987; Kennedy, Wright &
Smith, 1989; Angulo and Dapena, 1992). The inferiority of the video image is mainly

due to image quality and 'pixel (the minute divisions that compose a video image) size'.
Video image is affected by variables such as lens quality, video recording format, image
capture board and video monitor resolution. The greatest errors seem to be attributed to
lens distortion, overall poor image quality and low measurement resolution. Pixel size in
video film is smaller than cinefilm and decreases the accuracy of digitization (Kenvin

and Twigg, 1998).

One other major drawback of the video is the speed at which the movement is
filmed. High speed film captures 200 fiames per second or greater. Standard video
taping can record at 30 tiames per second which can be fùcther enhanced by video
analysis software to 60 fiames per second (Peak Performance Technologies, 1994).
However, 60 fiames per second is acceptable for the analysis of most sports skills and
"improving lens quality and image recording format by using a superior camerallens
combination and higher tesolution of video tape produced a 45% improvement in
accuracy" (Kenvin and Twigg, 1998, p. 182). Three previous studies (Alexander et al.,
1963; Halliwell et al., 1978; Naud and Holt, 1975) investigating the kinematics of hockey

shots used cinematographic analysis, and there are no studies in the literature that have
used video tape. However, the three studies mentioned above were performed before
video tape analysis was widely used.

Data Smoothing
A technique commonly used in video analysis is data smoothing to filter out

inaccuracies caused by human error or lack of technical precision.
The Peak V Video AnaIysis system contains a Data Conditioner program that
allows the user to filter the paths of each data point of the spatial mode1 in al1 three
dimensions. A digital filter is used to filter out random amplitude noise that is introduced
when digitizing a video tape. The Peak V Video Analysis system digitizes pictures at a
constant rate of 60 Eh,therefore, the error resulting fiom digitizing occurs at a constant
frequency but with varying levels of amplitude. The more a filter is passed over each
data point the less amplitude or noise in the data. Filtering will eliminate unrealistic
values obtained during calculation of t he kinetics of velocities, accelerations etc. For

example, if a point is digitized inaccurately, it could result in a very large or small
velocity as compared to the other data points. The filter attempts to smooth out these
inaccuracies and provide data curves that are more consistent. However, it is important
not to filter the data too much as valuable peak velocities or accelerations may be
reduced.
Most spom skills include a point at which the athlete or a body segment of the

athlete reaches a peak value that is critical to performance. Excessive smoothing of this
data rnay underestimate the velocity or acceleration at which the movement is occumng.
The Peak system employs three different types o f filters, The Butterworth Filter, The Fast
Fourier Transform PTT) filter and the Cubic Spline filter. The Butterworth Filter is
most valuable as an all-purpose filter to filter out the constant error resulting from
digitization of the videotape. The FTT filter is used to filter out random noise rather than
constant noise, and is used most often when the ski11 is cyclic in nature (eg. cyclist). The
best filter for movement that is parabolic in nature, such as swinging a baseball bat or
golf club etc. is the Cubic Spline algorithm with a knot at every data point (Peak
Performance Technologies, 1994). The extent to which the data is smoothed are
dependent on the number of passes that are made with the filter. More passes means
smoother data, however, if too many passes are used there is a risk of losing important
peaks and valleys in the data that may be valuable to the coach and athlete when
analyzing the movement. Generally, about 2-4 passes are optimal for smoothing the data
and rnaintaining the maximum and minimum values of each data point within a skill.

Ski11 Tests

When investigating the implications of a lighter puck on the sport of women's ice
hockey it is important to study as many components of the game as possible. The hockey
ski11 tests were incorporated to determine the effects a lighter puck has on a player's
passing, puckhandling and shooting skills, as well as, the goalie's ability to save the puckMany of the studies reported in the 1980's to determine if women's basketball
shouId adopt a smaller and lighter bal1 included a battery of skills tests. The majority of
these tests were adopted and adapted tiom the Amencan Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation AAPHER Basketball Skills Test Manual for Girls (1966). In
fact, Bedingfield & Skleryk (1985) used tests very similar to Husak's study in 1984 and
stated that a study by Dailey and Harris (1984) also used these tests- Skill tests were used
to measure players' performance in skills such as the lay-up, shooting, passing and
dribbling. In both studies the players used the regulation ball and the smaller, lighter
women's bal1 to determine if differences existed between players' performance with each
of the basketbak The skills tests were also included by Husak et al. (1984) for the
play ers' benetit and gave the participants a chance to experience the smaller and lighter
ball before the questionnaire was filled out- The players' responses were more valid after
the tests as many of the questions referred to performance of skills with the lighter bal1
and the athletes' attitudes towards adopting a new bal1 into the sport of women's
basketball.
Unfortunately, most of the skill tests in ice hockey do not measure a player's
performance with the puck; rather the tests evaluate the skating ability of the participant.

Bosco and Gustafson (1983) state that ice hockey skill tests are nearly nonexistent in the

research literature (Bosco & Gustafison, 1983)- A report by Hansen, Hunter, Mahoney &
Moore (1970) provided an evaluation of tests often used to assess the ability of a hockey
player. Three of these tests were used and adapted for the current study. The first test,
previously used in a study by Memifield and WaIford (1969), was performed to measure
puck control on a course. The course was 180 feet in length with 9-18 m separating each

cone, the first cone was positioncd 1.22m from the start-finish line. Bosco and Gustdson
(1983) reported that the reliability of the puck-carry test adopted fiom the Memfield and
Walford Battery of Ice Hockey Skill Tests was 0.93 and the validity was 0.96. The
players started fiom a designated location and weaved in and out of the cones until the
player reached the last cone, upon reaching the last cone the players skated in a semicircle around the cone and headed back to the stadfinish line. Basically, when a player
weaves through cones, he/she altemates which side of the cone to pass by, first cone on
the left side, second cone on the right side etc. Hansen et aI. (1970)stated that tests of
this nature couId be performed in a short period of time, as well, the reliability of this test
cm be fairIy high if the control course (distance between cones, etc.) is standardized.
The Memfield -Walford Ice Hockey ski11 tests consisted of five tests that
included a shooting and passing test. However, Bosco and Gustafson (1983) eliminated
this test because it was of low reliability. Merrifield and Walford (1969) indicated that
the reliability for a shooting test could be increased to an acceptable level if there was a
large number of trials and participants (Collins and Hodges, 1969). The current author
feels that despite the fact these tests were of low reliability, tests of this nature are
important to the current study as the tests are game-like and evaluate skills players
perform during the course of a game. Reliability may be sacrificed for validity in field

tests as opposed to lab tests, but tests that are specific to game situations are important for
player development and evaluation.
The second test that was taken from the study by Hansen et al. (1970) was the
accuracy shooting test. The player shot from a designated distance and attempted to
shoot the puck through an opening in a plywood board placed in front of the net. A
similar test is performed at the N-ILL. All-Star games. The player shoots fiom a distance
of 6 m f?om the goal line and attempts to hit the four targets placed in the comers of the
net (Tredree, Cechowski, Inglis, Rinaldi, Young, 2000). Hansen et al. (1970) stated that
this test is practical and easily applied. In addition, if the targets are the same size, placed
in the sarne area of the goal and shooten release the puck frorn a pre-determined distance,

the test is very reliable.
Hansen et al. (1970) evaluated one passinglreceiving test, however, he stated that
the instructions are unclear and it is dificult to estirnate the distance between players.
Two players stand a predetennined distance apart fiom one another and attempt to make
as many passes as possible within a certain period of time. This is not a very reliable test
as the performance of one player depends on the performance of his/her partner.

The N-H-L.Skills Competition (Tredree et ai., 2000) also includes a rapid fire
test, and a breakaway test. The rapid fire test involves three players, one shooter and two
passers. The shooter stands six metres fiom the goai and receives four passes fiom each
of the players located at the sides of the net. The passers altemate and the shooter

attempts to hit as many o f the four targets as possible in eight seconds. The targets are 38
cm in diameter and are located in the comers of the net. Ifthe player contacts the four

targets in less than eight shots, the test is completed, A shot is not scored as a hit if the
same target is hit &ceThe breakaway test is just as it is named. The player begins fiom centre ice and
must attempt to score on the goalie by means of a shot or deke; rebounds are counted

only if the player is moving continuously in a forward direction.
As mentioned earlier, literature is lacking in the area of skill tests in the sport of

ice hockey. Many of the tests must be modified to meet the investigator's and players'
needs and to increase the reliability of the test. This is an area of literature that definitely
needs t o be enhanced to include standardized skill testing procedures for players and
goalies, similar to the AAPHER Basketball Skills Test Manual for Girls (1966).

CHAPTER 3
METHODS
The purpose ofthis study was to evaluate several components of women's hockey
and determine the effects of a light weight puck on the attitude and skill development of
the players. Several tools were used to acwmplish this including three dimensional
filming and video analysis of the wrist shot, five different skill tests, and attitudinal data
obtained fiom pre and post test surveys. During the wrist shot filming and the ski11 tests,
players were required to use d l four puck weights, the 4-5 oz puck, the 5-0 oz puck, the
5.5 oz puck and the regdation 6.0 oz puck. Wrist shot film analysis was utilized to

investigate the biomechanics of the wrist shot and determine if the players' technique
changed when using pucks of various weights. Skill tests included accuracy shooting,
rapid fire, puckhandl ing, passing, and breakaway drills- The performances of the players
and goaltenders were recorded with each of the four puck weights and results were
analyzed to evaluate the effects of lighter pucks on skill performance. In this type of
study it was important to identify the technical implications of a lighter puck on player
development and how the players would feel if a lighter projectile were adopted into their
sport. The participants were given the opportunity to state any comments or concems
they may have had on the use of a light weight puck in women's hockey through surveys
distributed before and aiter on-ice testing.

Wrist Shot Analysis
Subjects

Twelve fernale hockey players fiorn the Canadian National Women's Senior
I

Team served as subjects for the film analysis. Al1 assessments took place at the team's

training site, the Father David Bauer Olympic Arena in Calgary, Alberta Carneras were
placed in front and to the side of the subjects to obtain a sagittal and fiontal view of the
players executing a wrist shot. This camera configuration allowed for a three
dimensional analysis of the technique of the player while executing a wrkt shot.

The subjects had been members of the Canadian National Team for a minimum of
1 year. The majority of the shooters, selected by the coach, were highly skilled in that the

players possessed a wrkt shot of high velocity and accuracy. Subjects were included on
the basis that they were a healthy female, in accordance to their pre-season medical, and

were 22 years of age or greater- In addition, players must not have experienced upper
body injuries in the past three years that had kept thern out of competition for more than
four weeks. Prior to testing players were required to complete a personal consent form

(Appendix A).
Pre-activity warm-up

Warm-up was used for two reasons: a) to reduce the risk of injury while
performing the experirnental protocol by waming up the muscles and joints involved in
the activity and b) to familiarize the subjects with the four pucks of different weights, the
standard (6 oz) puck and the three newly designed pucks of lighter weight (4.5 oz, 5.0 oz,
and 5.5 oz). Subjects were required to perform ten wrist shots with each puck in a
randomly selected order determined before testing. Subjects were assigned a random
order for the puck weights to eliminate fatigue as a variable. For example, some subjects
perforrned the test with the 4.5 oz puck then the 6.0 oz puck, followed by the 5.5 oz puck
and finished off with the 5.0 oz puck Each player was instmcted to perfonn their w a m
up when the player preceeding them began the experimental protocal. Before the players

performed the ten wrist shots, îhey were requued t o stretch as they would pnor to a garne
or practice. However, because there was a large variability in the stretching routines
between players, stretching was not standardized nor recorded.
FiIming technique

Two cameras were used for video analysis each filming at 30 Hz or 30 frames per
second. The cameras were placed perpendicular to one another which allowed for a
sagittal and fiontal view of the shooter. In order to place the sagittal view camera

(camera 1) at an angle of 90 degrees to the frontal view camera (camera 2), it was placed
on top of the goal net. Cameras placed perpendicular to one another work optimally for
line intersections when using the Direct Linear Transformations (DLT) method (Peak

Technologies, 1994). The sagittal view of the player was filmed using a PANASONIC
PV-S770A-K@ mode1 while the fiontal view was recorded with the PANASONIC PV-

4600KQ rnodel. Camera 1 (Figure 3-1) was placed in a protective plexiglass box lined
with foam to absorb the shock of an incoming puck.
A cernent brick was placed between the bottom of the box and the goal net at the

rear of the box to angle the camera towards the shooter. This allowed for a fùll view of
the subject's body and stick. The protective box was secured to the net by four rubber
bungee cords. Two of the cords were hooked together and placed behind the lip of the
opening at the top of the box and attached to the fiont of the mesh on the top of the net.
These cords prevented posterior translation of the box and eliminated the possibility of it
sliding off the net towards the boards. The other two cords were hooked together and
placed on the anterior and superïor aspect of the box and strapped tightly against the

cross bar of the goal net. The box was placed in the center of the top of the net and was
located 6 metres fiom the placement of the puck-

Figure 3-1 Frontal view (camera 1) camera set up on top ofgoal net.

Camera 2 (Figure 3-2)was secured to a tripod about four metres fiom the location
of the puck and perpendicular to camera 1. Each camera was placed on manual focus
mode and set at a shutter speed of 1/1000. This camera set-up was tested in a pilot study

performed on Monday, June 12,2000 in the M a x Bell Arena at the University of
Manitoba (Appendix B).

Camera #L

t

Goal Net
1

I

€34

Puck placement

Figure 3-2 Overileadview of camem set-up.

Following camera set-up, the cameras were calibrated using a cal ibration tree
fkom Peak Technologies. The calibration tree (Figure 3-3) consisted of eight rods
screwed into a metal block placed on a tnpod. Each rod had three reflective b a h on it at
a known distance from one another. In total, there were 24 balls on the tree that were
used for carnera calibration. The calibration tree was placed directly over the spot
marked on the ice where the puck was placed to ensure that it encompassed the area that
was occupied by the shooter. It is important to note that movements beyond the area of
the calibration tree are susceptible to large errors. Angulo and Dapena (1992) stated that
video analysis within the volume of the calibration tree are precise enough for most
practical purposes.

I

Figure 3-3 Calibration tree designed by Peak Technologies. (Frorn Peak Performance
Technologies, 1994)

Filming Protocol
The pucks were positioned 6 meters fiom the center of the goal net between the
two face-off circles- A target 30 cm in diameter was suspended from the cross bar of the

goal net and hung approximately in the vertical and horizontal center of the goal. Left
handed players shot first to accommodate for the camera set-up followed by the right
handed shooters afier the fiontal view camera (camera 2) had been placed on the opposite

side of the shooting area. Before the right handed players proceeded to shoot, the
calibration fiarne was placed in the shooting area, within the view of carnera 2, to
recalibrate the spatial frame of the shooting area. Participants were instructed to shoot at
the target and each shot was recorded as a hit if it contacted the target or a miss if it

the target and each shot was recorded as a hit if it contacted the target or a miss if it
missed the target. The players were instmcted to take a slight pause between shots and
perform the wrist shot as they would in a game or practice situation. Subjects took five
shots with each of the four pucks in the same order as pedormed in warm-up. For
example, subject 1 may have shot the 5.0,4.5, 5.5, and 6.0 oz pucks in that order while
subject 2 may have shot the 6.0 oz puck, then the 5.0 oz pu& followed by the 4.5 oz
puck and tinally the 5.5 oz puck Once the subject completed a total of 20 shots with the

four puck weights, the test was complete and the player lefi the ice. At that time, the
following player was instmcted to perform the 20 shots with the four different puck
weights, after they had completed the warm-up.
Video analysis

The researcher used video film analysis to measure puck velocity, linear
displacement of the centre of gravity of the athlete, angular displacement and velocity of
t h e stick blade, and angular displacement and velocity of the tmnk and shoulders of the

athletes. These are key variables in determining the effectiveness and skill level of the
play ers. Players that shoot the puck with a great velocity usually demonstrate a greater;
linear displacernent of their center of gravity, angular displacement and velocity of the
stick blade, and angular displacement and velocity of their tmnk and shoulders than
players that shoot the puck with less velocity.
Video film analysis was conducted with a video motion analysis system fiom

Peak Performance Technologies (1994). This video analysis system consisted of Peak 5
software (version 5.2), a Sanyo GVR-SP55 video cassette recorder (Sanyo, Compton,
California), a Sony Trinitron PVM 1341 color video monitor (Sony Corporation,

Ichinomyia, Japan) an ALR IBM compatible personal computer (ALR Technologies,
California), a NEC MultiSync 2A computer monitor (mCorporation, Tokyo, Japan), a
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet series II printer and a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet series II printer
and a Hewlett-Packard 747SA plotter printer (Hewlett-Packard Company, San Diego,

California).
One of the five shots for each of the pucks was selected for 2-Danalysis on the

basis of accuracy and the velocity of the shot (shot with the greatest velocity). Ifthe puck
contacted the target it was selected for 2-D analysis, if the player missed the target on al1
three trials, the shots closest to the target were used- The most accurate shots were
digitized using the Peak V Video analysis system and the puck velocities were calculated.

The only point that was digitized was the center of the puck as the velocity of the puck
was the only variable of interest for the 2-Danalysis- The player's shot with the greatest
velocity for each of the puck weights was selected for 3-D analysis described belowA spatial model, o r computer representation of a hockey player was created to

define a 14 segment model of the human body. The spatial model (Figure 3-4) wnsisted

of 25 points including points for the butt, heel and blade of the hockey stick as well as the
center of the puck. For each fiame of video film, 25 points on the body and stick were
digitized to mark the landmarks of the shooter that defined the computerized spatial
model. The centre of mass of the spatial model was calculated by the computer software
and labeled as point 26. Digitization began approximately one fiame before initial
movement towards the net and was cornpleted near the end of the player's followthrough.

1- nght finga tip
2- right wnst
3- rightelbw
4- right shoulda
5- sternum
6- top ofhead
7- 1eR shoulda
8- Ieftelbow
9- Ieftwn'st
lû- left finger tip
11- middle of hips
12- righthip
13- rightknee
1 4 right ankle
15- right heel
16- righttoe
17- leR hip
18- leftknee
19- leR ankle
20- leftheel
2 1- teft toe
22- stick butt
23- stick heeI
24- stick toe
25- centre of puck

Figure 3-4 Twenty-five point spatial mode1 of a hockey player.

The first variable calculated was the resultant velocity of the puck. Although the

velocity of the puck was calculated in the 2-Danalysis, variables calculated fiom a two
camera set-up, as opposed to a single carnera, are more accurate.
Angular displacements and velocities of the stick blade were calculated and used
to estimate the amount of pronation for the forearm of the bottom hand on the hockey

stick. As a player executes the wrist shot, the stick is grasped firmly in the hand and it can
be assumed that the stick does not rotate in the player's hand during execution of the
shot. Figure 3-Sa demonstrates that as the blade of the stick is rotated anteriorly 90
degrees, the bottom hand on the stick has pronated 90 degrees from a neutral position.
During pronation of the forearm, of the bottom hand on the stick, the elbow is placed in
extension and the shoulder joint remains neutral. Therefore, any movement of the bottom
hand on the stick into a pronated position is a direct result of pronation of the foream and

not flexiodextension of the elbow or mediaMateral rotation of the shoulder- Rotation of
the stick blade in the transverse plane is a result of pronation of the forearms (Figure 3Sa).

Figure 3-5 (a) Stick blade rotated anteriorly 90 de-,
0) Angle of the stick blade.

bottom ann in 90 degrees of pronation.

The angle of the stick blade was calculated by connecting the tue of the blade to the heel

of the stick, and using the heel of the stick as the origin of the x a i s (Figure 3-Sb). The
minimum and maximum angles of the stick were recorded fiom the Peak Video Analysis
system, the minimum value was then subtracted fiom the maximum value to calculate the
maximum angular displacement during the wrkt shot. If the bottom hand on the stick
pronated, the angle of the blade of the stick to the x axis was reduced and the angular
velocity was denved by dividing the angular displacement (0)over the change in time

(t). Since the velocity and displacement of the stick blade were directly proportional to
the angular displacement and velocity of the pronation of the forearm, it was assumed
that the forearm of the bottom hand on the stick must pronate 90 degrees to displace the
blade of the stick by 90 degrees.

In addition, rotation of the hips, and shoulders were calculated using the Peak V
Video Analysis system. The magnitude and sequence of rotation of the hips and
shoulders determines the effectiveness of the wrist shot. Peak angular velocity of the
hips should occur just pnor to peak angular velocity of shoulder rotation.

In order to calculate hip angles, a line was drawn from the center of one hip joint
to the center of the other hip joint (Figure 3-6a) and connected to the z axis which
onginated from the center of the nght hip, for a right handed shooter (Figure 3-6b). If the
shooter was lefl handed the ongin of the z avis was located at the center of the left hip
joint. As a player's hips rotated towards the goal, the angle between the z axis and the
hips increased and becarne an obtuse angle. The greater the angle formed, the greater the
angular displacement of the hips. Angular velocity was calculated by dividing the
angular displacement of the hips over the tirne for which that displacement occurred. The
less time it took for the players to rotate their hips, the greater the angular velocity of hip
rotation.

Figure 3-6 (a) Line comecting the center ofone hip to the enter of the other hip.
(b) Line representing LIie zaxis fiom the hip most distal to the goal net.

The angle of the shoulden was calculated by connecting a straight line fiom the
joint center of one shoulder to the joint center of the other shoulder (Figure 3-7a) and
connecting this Iine to the z axis which originated fiom the shoulder most distal fiom the
goal net (Figure 3-7b). For left handed shooters the origin of the z axis was placed at the
center of the left shoulder joint whereas the origin for right handed shooten was placed at
the center of the right shoulderjoint. Therefore, as the shoulden of the player rotated
towards the goal net, the angle between the z axis and the shoulders (angular
displacement of the shoulders) increased. The quicker the rotation of the shoulders, the

greater the angular velocity of the shoulders.

Figure 3-7 (a) Line comecting the enter of each of the stioulderjoints.
@) Line representing the z axis from the shoulder most disial to the goal net.

The displacement of the center of gravity of the player in the x and y planes were
recorded to analyze the weight shift ofthe athlete during the wrist shot. Displacement of
the center of gravity of the athlete along the x axis indicates a horizontal shift of weight
fiom one leg to the other, whereas displacement of the center of gravity along the y axis

represents a weight shifl in the vertical direction. If the line ofgravity (an imaginary line
running perpendicular fiom the center of gravity to the ground) lies in the center of the
base of support of the athlete, the weight of the athlete will be evenly distributed on each

leg (Figure 3-8).

Figure 3-8 Representation of the enter of gravi@, the line ofgmvity and the linear
displacement of the center of gravity of the player.

As the center of mass or gravity shifts toward one leg of the athlete, more weight is

placed on that leg. The greater the horizontal displacernent (along the x axis) of the
center of gravity, the greater the weight shift. Highly skilled hockey players demonstrate
a large horizontal weight shift towards the goal net during the wrist shot and minimal
displacement of the center of gravity in the vertical direction (along the y axis).
Statistical analysis
A repeated measure analysis of variance was used to assess the effects of puck

weight on the wrist shot performance in the female hockey player. Data fiom the wrist
shots for the 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 oz puck were compared for each individual as well as
the collective results of each participant for the four different puck weights. The number

of participants (n=12) was not great enough to allow for group comparison of the data as
the power of the test would be too low. Subjects were randomly assigned the order in

which the pucks were used during the ski11 tests to eliminate fatigue as a variable.

Hockey Skill Tests
The hockey ski11 tests were designed to evaluate a number of different skills that
femaIe hockey players and goalies execute during the course of a hockey game. In total
there were five different ski11 tests that assessed puckhandling, passing, shooting and
goaltending. Ski11 tests were placed on different sections of the ice and labeled stations
one through five as the Accuracy Shoot, Puckhandling, Rapid Fire, Breakaway, and
Passing/Receiving ski11 tests, respectively.
Subjects

Subjects for the hockey ski11 tests consisted of 25 members of the Canadian
National Under 22 Women's team. Approximately half o f the playen had cornpeted for
the Under 22 National team in the past while the other half were members of the National
team for t h e first time. The ski11 tests were performed at the Father David Bauer Olympic
Arena in Calgary, Alberta The assistants for the testing at the team's training center
included employees of the Canadian Hockey Association. A total of ten assistants were
used to ensure two volunteers were at each testing station dunng the skill tests- Players

were split up into two ice sessions of one hour, the first ice session involved 12 players
and two goalies while the second hour had 11 playen and the same two goalies. Pnor to
testing, the players received a brief description of the tests and warrn-up, where the
stations were located on the ice and which station they were to begin at. There were five
stations on the ice and each player spent approximately 10-12 minutes at each station.
The players were broken up into groups of two or three and randomly assigned to their
beginning station. Playen were required to fil1 out a personal consent form prior to
testing that bnefly explained the battery of tests, assured the subjects they had the right to

withdraw and guaranteed data fiom the study were kept confidential. Players were
included on the basis that they were a healthy female in accordance with their pre-season
medical and had not experienced an injury to any part of theu body in the past three ythat had kept them out of cornpetition for more than four weeks. It should be noted that
one of the goalies sustained an injury during the Breakaway portion of the skiIl tests in
the tirst ice session and was unable to continue. Therefore, only 12 subjects pediormed
the Rapid Fire test and 12 subjects competed in the Breakaway ski11 test.
Pre-activity warm-up

Warm-up was used for two reasons; a) to reduce the risk of injury while
performing the experimental protocol by warming up the muscles and joints involved in
the activity and b) to familiarire the subjects with the four pucks of different weights, the
standard (602)puck and the three newly designed pucks of lighter weight (4.5 oq 5.0 oz
and 5.5 oz). The warm-up was 10 minutes in duration and subjects had 2 112 minutes

with each puck. The participants were able to shoot, pass, or stickhandle the puck, the
main objective was to let the subjects get accustomed to the lighter pucks. The order that

the players used the pucks was determined prior to testing and each player warmed up
with the four pucks in the same order as they would perform the test. For example, it

may have been determined prior to testing that subject 1 would perform the skill tests in
the following manner; the 4.5 oz puck would be used first followed by the 6.0 oz and
5 . 5 0 ~puck and finally the 5.0 oz puck The player would use the same order of weighted

pucks for every exercise in the battery of skill tests. Warm-up was performed just prior
to commencement of the ski11 tests.

Testing protocol
The battety involved five ski11 tests. Each player was randomly assigned to one

of the ski11 test groups to begin the testing session. Each ski11 test group consisted of two
or three players. After completion of each test the subjects were required to wait for the
other members of the group to finish. Players were instructed to wait in theu group to
avoid distracting any of the other players as an audience can have a strong negative affect
on developing players. When each of the players had completed their respective tests
the whistle blew and the groups rotated to the next station. Al1 subjects rotated fiom
station to station in numerical order after each group had completed their respective tests.
This ensured the players had a sufficient rest period to eliminate or minimize fatigue as a

variable. In addition, the random selection into groups at the beginning of testing
minimized the effects of fatigue on performance ofthe latter drills in the testing protocol.
The Accuracy Shoot (Figure 3-9) was labeled station or test 1. A circle was spray
pzinted on the ice six metres from the center of the goal. Four Plexiglass targets, 30 cm
in diameter were placed in the corners of the net, wspended by nylon straps to the cross

bar and secured to a nylon strap that ran from one post to the other near the bottom ofthe
net.
The straps prevented excessive movement of the targets when the targets were contacted
by a puck, allowing the players to continue the test without delay. Players were given six
pucks and the goal was to contact each of the four targets in as few shots as possible.

Ifthe four targets were hit before al1 six shots were taken, the player was not requùed to
shoot the final two pucks.

Figure 3-9 Diagram of the Accuracy Shoot ski11 test (Test dl),

Subsequently, if the player did not contact al1 four targets with the six pucks, the test was
stopped and the score of the player was recorded. Scores were recorded as the number of
targets hit /the number of shots taken. The players completed the test using the same

order of pucks as in warm-up, each subject shot al1 four puck weights for a total of 24
shots before the next player began the test.
Skill test 2 was the Puckhandling test (Figure 3-10) in which six cones were
placed in a straight Iine 6 metres apart. Players began the test in the stadfinish gate

located 6 metres fiom the first cone. Forward movement of the player started the stop
watch and the player proceeded through the cones. The player was required to stick
handle through the cones alternating the sides of each cane the player skated beside.
When the player arrived at the last cone, she was required to mund the cone and continue
ttirough the course, around the cones to the s t d f i n i s h gate.

Figure 3-10 Diagram of the PuckhandIing test flest #2)

The clock was stopped when the first body part, not the stick, of the individual

entered the gate. If the player lost the puck dunng the course ofthe test, she was required
to retrieve the puck and enter the course where the puck was lost. The time continued to
run until the player completed the course. The player performed the test with one puck

and rested until the other members of the group had completed their tirst trial.
Participants then performed the test with their next puck weight. The Puckhandling test
was more physically demanding than the other tests and an adequate rest interval was
required to minimize the effects of fatigue on test performance. When al1 the players at
this station had completed the test and the whistle blew the group moved on to the Rapid

Fire skill test. Unfominately, due to time rrstraints, each player was only able to

complete one trial with each of the four puck weights.
The Rapid Fire ski11 test (Figure 3-1 1) was the third of the five hockey ski11 tests.
Five pucks were placed at designated locations (indicated by spray paint on the ice) 6-7
metres fiom the goal line. Players were required to shoot al1 the pucks within ten seconds

or the test had to be repeated. The goalie was required to have her skates in the goal
crease at a11 times dunng the test. If the goaltender left the crease, the test was stopped
and performed again. The time required by the players to shoot a11 five pucks was not

recorded but if it exceeded ten seconds the trial was repeated. Shots were scored as either

a goal (g), a Save (s), or a miss (m). A shot that missed the net or contacted the goal post
was considered a miss and not a Save by the goaltender,

Figure 3-11 Diagram of the Rapid Fi skill test Çrest $3).

After player 1 completed the five shots with each of the four pucks for a total of
20 shots in the same order as wamup, the next player began. It should be noted that the

order of players was the same for each test to ensure subjects received close to the same
rest period.

The Breakaway ski11 test was designated the fouah test in the battery of skills
tests (Figure 3-12). Aithough breakaways include puckhandling and shooting, the
researcher felt this test was necessary as it is very similar to a game situation for the

players and the goaltenders.

Figure 3-12 Dia==

of the Bfeakaway skiii test flest f i ) .

Four pucks were placed on the blue Iine and the player made four consecutive
attempts to score on the goalie. Two sets of puck weights were placed on t h e blue line

for the tria!. Each player completed two trials, therefore two breakaways were pefiormed

with each puck weight. Puck weights were selected in the same order as the other four
ski11 tests. The goalie was instnicted to stand on the goal line until the player contacted
the first puck and retumed to the goal line after each shot was taken until the next puck

was touched. Players were not allowed to score on rebounds and had to move

continuously in the forward direction until the shot was taken. The attempt was recordecl

as either a goal or a Save. Contrary to the Acairacy Shoof if a player missed the net, it
was considered a Save by the goalie as a goalie oRen forces the player to shoot at a poor

angle. Each player performed one trial with the puck of designated weight and then
rested until the other players had completed theu first trial.
Passing and Receiving was the fifth test performed (Figure 3-13). The player was

positioned six metres Erom the instmctor and was required to remain within the 2metre
diameter passing circle. Again, this circle was marked on the ice with paint and if the
player left the circle during the test, the test was stopped and the stop watch was reset.

Figure 3-13 Diagram of the PassingReceiving skiil test gest #5)

The player was required to give and receive five passes as quickly as possible.
The stop watch began when the player released the first pass and stopped when the player

received the fifth pass. If the puck was mishandled or a poor pass was made by the
instructor (missed the player's stick) the test was stopped, the clock was reset, and the
player restarted the test. Ifthe puck was mishandled by the player, or the player missed

the instmctor's stick, the puck was rrtrieved and the time wntinued to run until the player

completed the test. The time required to complete the five passes was rewrded at the end
of the trial. Contrary to previous tests each subject pefiormed two trials with each puck

before the next person performed the skill.

The complete on-ice set-up of the five ski11 tests is outlined in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-14 Diagram of the on-iœ set-up of the five skill tests.

S tatistical analysis

A repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA)was used to analyze

the results of the five skill tests. Refer to individual data in Appendix h. The results of
each of the skill tests were compared between the four puck weights.

Surveys
The participants were required to complete a survey at the beginning and the end
of wrist shot filming and ski11 test ice sessions. The surveys were designed to assess the
attitudes of the players towards the use of a light weight puck in women's hockey before
and afler the subjects had expenmented with the new projectiles. The pre-test sumey
(Appendix D) attempted to obtain information on ages, ski11 level, and experience of the
player as well as their attitudes toward the idea of using a lighter puck in women's
hockey.
The post-test survey (Appendix E) questioned subjects on whether they thought
the light weight puck adually did make a diffennce, and if their attitudes toward the use
of a light weight puck had changed after experiencing the new puck. One question in the

survey required the players to comment on which of the three lighter puck weights they
would prefer if a lighter puck were adopted into the sport
The main goal of the surveys was to get a general overview of the thoughts of
female players towards the use of a light weight puck. Attitudes of the female players
before and after testing will be considered when the decision is made to reject or accept
the new puck.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Wrist shot analysis
A repeated measure analysis o f variance of the results obtained fiom the 3-D

analysis y ielded no significant diRerences in the mean resultant puck velocities (PV)
between the four puck weights (Table 4-1). The results did demonstrate that e s t shots
with the lighter pucks could be shot wi-th a p a t e r resultant puck velocity than the
regulation, 6.0 oz puck but the results were not significant (Figure 4-1). A negative
correlation was evident ,but not significant, between puck weight and puck velocity.
Table 4- 1 shows that the greatest mean resultant puck velocities were achieved with the
4.5 oz puck (20.432 d s ) and the slowest (19.533 d s ) with the 6.0 oz puck Individual

results for the wrist shot variables are included in Appendix G.

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6.0 oz
puck weight

Figure 4-1. Mean resultant puck velocity (PV) attained during the
wrist shot using pucks of four different weights (n = 12).

Table 4-1

Cornparison of kinematic variables between pucks of four different weights

M

SD

M

SD

-M

SD

M

SD

f value

p value

0.62
0.52
0.58
0.57
1.76
0.18
0.52

0.61
0.67
0.63
0.64
0,16
0b91
0,67

0.50

0.68

20.432
1.264
19,880
1.734 19.683
2,087
19,533
PV (mls)
1.755
75,866 20,180
85,405 14,675 76,042 24.597
SBD (deg)
78.711 22.347
SBV (degls) 1373.911 722.419 1626.177 849.093 1200.092 774.258 l47î.963 898.848
11.940 18.193
2.394 18.928
9,901 18.470
9,443 20.597
HD (ded
HV (degls)
152.067 149.998 251.035 88.556 144.868 157.912 135.823 154.149
SD (deCl)
53.815
8,145
51.321
6.480 52.963
9.268
52.520
9.507
SV(deg1s)
393,673 77.336 376.067 77.977 419.482 103.057 408.890 102.149
LDCG (m)
0.216
0.276
0,200
0,099
0,204
0.133
0.130
0,206

.

PV = puck velocity (mls)
SBD = stick blade displacement (deg)
SBV = stick blade velocity (degls)
,,HD= hip displacrnent (deg)

HV = hip velocity (degls)
SD = shoulder displacement (deg)
SV = shoulder velocity (degls)
LDCG = linear displacrnent of the center of gravity (m)

The angular displacement of the stick blade (SBD)for each of the puck weights
did not produce any significant results or suggest any specific patterns (Table 4-1). The
players produced the greatest stick blade angular displacement with the 5.0 oz puck
(85.405 deg) and the least with the 5.5 oz puck at 76.042 degrees.
Data obtained fiom video film,for the angular velocity of the stick blade (SBV)

did not produce significant differences between the four puck weights. Table 4-1 reports
that subjects had the greatest angular stick blade velocity with the 5.0 oz puck and the
Ieast with the 5.5 oz puck

Minimum hip angular displacement (HD) was produced when the wrist shot was
executed with the 4.5 oz puck and participants achieved the greatest hip angular
displacement when using the 6.0 oz puck (Table 1). Data in Table 1 suggested there is a
large, but similar variation between the subjects for each of the puck weights (SD 18.470
to 20.579 deg).
Results of the angular velocity of the hip did not yield significant differences
between trials with each of the four puck weights. Table 4-1 shows that the maximum

angular velocity of the hip was produced when the subjects shot the 5.0 oz puck
Angular displacement of the shoulder girdle in the transverse plane (SD) did not
produce any significant differences between wrist shots with each of the four puck
weights (Table 4-1). Figure 4-2 suggests that mean values of angular displacement of the
shoulder girdle are similar between each of the four puck weights and that the players
rotated their shoulder, 51-32to 53-82 degrees, towards the goal while executing the wrist
shot.

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6.0 oz

puck weight

Figure 4-2. Mean angular displacement of the shoulder girdle
about the tranverse plane (SD) with each of the four puck weights.
There were no significant differences in mean angular velocity of the shoulder
girdle in the transverse plane (SV) around the longitudinal axis when the wrist shot was
executed with each of the four puck weights (Table 4-1). Figure 4-3 shows that

maximum angular velocity of the shoulder was achieved with the 5.5 oz puck at 419-48
deg/s2while the minimum angular velocity was 376.07 deg/s2with the 5.5 oz puck.

Resultant linear displacement of the center of gravity of the player (LDCD) for
each of the puck weights did not yield significant differences between puck weights.
Table 4-1 suggests that linear displacernent of the center of gravity of the player was
greatest when players executed a wrist shot with the 4.5 oz puck (0.216 m) and the least
when using the 6.0 oz puck (0.13 m).
Data in Table 4-2 represents the time elapsed, in seconds b e m n the instant of
puck release and the maximum velocity of the wrist shot variables. Results were
calculated by subtracting the instant of puck release fiom the following variables: peak
angular velocity of the stick blade (SBVT), peak angular velocity of hip rotation (HVT)

and peak angular velocity of the shoulder girdle (SVT). Individual values are included in

Appendix G.

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6.0 oz
puck wigM

Figure 4-3. Mean angular velocities of the shoulder
girdle about the transverse plane (SV) with each of
the four puck weights.

Results of the time elapsed between mean angular velocity of the stick blade and
puck release (SBVT)did not reveal any significant differences between puck weights.
Maximum angular velocity of the stick blade occurred pnor to puck release for the 4.5
and 5.0 oz pucks but not for the 5.5 and 6.0 oz pucks (Table 4-2).
The time between maximum angular velocity of the hip and puck release (HVT)

was not significantly different for the four puck weights. Maximum angular velocity of
the hip occurred before puck release when the players executed the wrist shot with each
of the puck weights.

All subjects demonstrated maximum angular velocity of the shoulder girdle
(SVT) p i o r to puck release. Maximum angular velocity of the shoulder girdle occurred

Table 4-2
Time betwen release of puck and other shooling variables for different puck weights

SBVT

HVT
SVT

M

4.5 oz
SD

-

M

-0.01
-0.02
-0,04

0.03
0,05
0,04

-0,Ol
-0,04
-0.05

5.00~
SD

-

M

0,01

0.01
-0,05
-0.04

0.08
0.04

SD

M

6.0 oz
SD

0.02
Od07
0.03

0.00
-0.02
-0.06

0.02
0.06
0.03

5.5 oz

-

f value
0.58
0.63
0.84

p value
0.63
0.60
0.48

Note,, Values are were calculated by subtrading the tirne of puck release from the time of the maximum
velocity of the wrist shot variable. Negative numbers indicate the peak velocity of the wist shot variable occurred prior to puck
release.
SBVT = tirne between maximum angular velocity of the stick blade and puck release (s)
HVT = time between maximum angular velocity of the hip and pu& refease (s)
SV1 = time between maximum angular velociiy of the shoulder girdle and puck release (s)

0.04 to 0.06 seconds before puck release (Table 4-2). The results were not significantly

different for the four pucks of different weight.

Hockey SkiH Tests
The results of each of the five skill tests are included in Table 4-3. Shooting and
save percentages were recorded for the Breakaway skill test and the Rapid Fire skill test.

Results of t h e Accuracy Shoot skill test (AS) did not yield statistically signifiant
results between each of the four puck weights (Table 4-3). The results suggested that the
players were most accurate with the 5.5 oz puck (36%), similar to the shooting
percentages (33%) with the other three pucks (Figure 4-4). Individual results for each of
the five hockey skill tests are included in Appendix H.

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6.0 oz
PUCK WEIGHT

Figure 4-4 Shooting Percentages for the Accuracy Shoot
skill test with the four puck weights.
The second skill test, the Puckhandling drill (PH), produced no significant
difference in the time to mrnplete the course between the four puck weights. The players
had the fastest average time of 13.43 s for the 5.5 oz puck and the slowest time of 13.57s

for the 5.0 oz puck .

Table 4-3
Results of the five hockey skill tests for the four pucks of different weights.

4.5 or
M

-

sD

5.00~
M

SD

5.5 oz

M

SD

PA(sec) 8.4
1.57
7.29
0,65
7.5
1A6
Note. Percentage scores were rounded to the nearest percent

6.0 oz
M

SD

f value

p value

7.22

0.68

5.80*

0,001*

*p <,01. (n=12)

AS = accuracy shoot (%)
PH = puckhandling (s)
RF = rapid fire shooting percentage (%)
RFS = rapid fire save percentage (%)

BS = breakaway shooting percentage (%)
BSA = breakaway Save percentage (%)
PA = passing (s)
A

In the Rapid Fire ski11 test the shooting percentage (RFS) between puck weights

varied by up to 100/o. The highest mean shooting percentages were attained with the 4.5
oz and 5.5

oz pucks at 23%, the lowest shooting percentage was with the 6.0 oz puck at

13% (Table 4-3). Although the results were not significantly different between puck

weights, the data does suggest players shot less accurately with the 6.0 oz puck (Figure 4-

puck weight

Figure 4-5 Mean shooting percentages for the four
puck weights in the Accuracy Shoot skill test.
Alt hough not statistically significant, the Save percentages (RFSA) for the goalies
during the Rapid Fire skill test were highest when the players were shooting the 6.0 oz

puck, 10% greater than the 5.5 oz puck and 15 -17% greater than the 4.5 and 5.0 oz

pucks (Figure 4-6).

4.5 02 5.0 or 5.5 oz 6-0 or

puck weight

Figure 4-6 Goaiie save percentages for the four puck
weights in the Rapid Fire skill test.
There was no statistically significant difference between the pucks of different
weights for the shooting and Save percentages of the Breakaway ski11 test but there were
some trends in the data Shooting percentages (ES) for the fourth ski11 test, the
Breakaway test, were highest with the 4.5 oz and 5.5 oz pucks (19%) and lowest with the
regulation 6-0oz puck at 12 % (Figure 4-7a). The Save percentages for the goalies were
the highest when the players shot the regulation, 6.0 oz puck (89%). The results
suggested that the goalies saved more shots when the regulation puck was used as the
players could not score as ofien as with the lighter pucks (Figure 4-7b).
The results of the Passing skill test @?A)yielded a significant difference when the
players performed the ski11 test with the 4.5 oz puck as compared to the other three puck
weights (Table 4-3), F(3, 88), p<0.01. Results of the Tukey post-hoc test demonstrated
that the mean time result for the 4.5 oz puck was 8.40 seconds, significantly slower than
the tirne it took the players to amplete the Passing skill test with the 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0 oz
pucks (Figure 4-8).

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6-0 oz

puck weight

Figure 4-7(a) Shooting percentage for the
four puck weights in the
breakaway ski11 test,

b) Save percentages for the

four puck weights in the
breakaway ski11 test.

4.5 oz 5.0 oz 5.5 oz 6.0 oz

puck weight
Figure 4-8 Mean times to complete the Passing ski11
test with the four pucks.
* Significantly different from the other three puck weights @< 0.01)

surveys
Pre-test surveys
The post-test surveys were cornpleted by the players from both tearns

immediately before their respective ice sessions. The individual results of the survey are
included in Appendix 1. The fïrst question related to the number of years the participants
had competed in female hockey. Figure 4-9 illustrates that the majority of the NWT had

played more seasons of cornpetitive hockey than the U22 team. Ninety-two percent of
the NWT had played female hockey for at least nine years whereas no members of the

U22 had played for that Iong.

years

-

Figure 4-9 Number ofyean the players on the NWT and U22 team had
competed in women's hockey.

Figure 4-10 Percentage of NWT and U22 players that had
previously played hockey on a men's team.
The third question of the pre-test survey asked the players to state the highest age

level of women's hockey that they had participated in. Results of the pre-test survey
suggest that the majonty of playen on each team had played women's hockey at the

Senior age level (Figure 4-1 1).

Figure 4-11 Highest age level the players on the NWT
and U22 had competed at,

The next question on the survey related to the highest level of women's hockey
the participants had played (eg. provincial, national, international, etc-) Survey data
results indicated that 42% of the NWT have played at the international level. Figure 4-12
illustrates that the lowest level of hockey played by players on either team is A A A
Question five asked the playen to comment on the highest level of championship
hockey they had participated in. Over half of the players fiom each of the two National
teams have competed in a championship at the national or international level (Figure 413).

Figure 4-12 The highest level of women's hockey that players
fiom the NWT and the U22 team had competed in.

Figure 4-13 Highest level of championship that the participants
of this study had competed in.
The next question related to the main difference between men's and women's
hockey. The players aated that the main difference between men's and women's hockey
is harder and more accurate shots, faster passes and better skating by the male players.
The players fiom the NWT believed that the most significant difference between the two

sports was harder shots in the game of men's hockey (Figure 4-14).
Question eight o f the survey asked the playen if they believed a female hockey
player could shoot and pass the puck with the same velocity as a male player. One
hundred percent of the NWT did not believe females could shoot and pass with the same
velocity as males. According to the U22 team members, 88% agreed with the NWT and
8% disagreed. The other 4% of the U22 team were undecided. Table 4 4 States the

reasons for this difference according to the two women's national teams.

Figure 4-14 The most significant diEerences between male and
female hockey players according to the U22 and NWT players.
The next question related to the velocity at which male and female hockey players

can raise the puck off the ice uable 4-4). Ninety-two percent of the NWT, and 72% of
the U22 players did not feel female players can raise the puck with the same velocity or
accuracy as male playets. The reasons for the differences between male and female
players, as outlined by the two national teams, are also listed in Table 4-4The next question asked the players how they would feel if female hockey
adopted a lighter puck. Forty-two percent of the NWT thought it would be a "good idea"

while half of the respondents thought it was "worth a try" and the others simply "didn't
care". The results of the of the U22 team questionnaires are compared to the responses of

the NWT team in figure 4-1 5.

Table 4-4 Reasons for ski11 differences between the genders in the sport of ice
hockey according to the NWT and U22 teams.
males stronger
NVVT
U22
Most significant reasons
why female players do

100%

88%

92%

76%

physical size
N W
U22
1%
12%

males skate
faster
NWT
U22
4%

not shoot and pass the
puck with the same
veloctiy as male players.
Most significant reasons
why female players do

8%

not raise the puck with
the same velocity and
accuracy as male
players.
Note. Piayers could select more îiian one response for each question.
-

Figure 4-15 How both teams felt about adopting a Iighter puck
into women's hockey.

The next two questions asked the players if they were willing to try a light weight
puck in practice and/or in a game. Al1 12 members ofthe NWT were willing to try a

lighter puck in a practice and a game. The majority ofplayers nom the U22 team would
try the lighter pucks in a practice and a game c a b l e 4-5).
Table 4-5 Willingness to experiment with light weight pucks and the impact on player

development.
no
NWT U22

yes
NWT
100%

U22
96%

Would you be willing to expenment
with a Iighter puck in a game?

100%

76%

16%

Do you think a Iighter puck would
enhance the development of shooting
and passing skills in women's hockey?

92%

52%

36%

Would you be willing to experiment
with a lighter puck in practice?

maybe

NVVT U22

4%

8%

8%

8%

The next question asked the players about the advantages ofusing a lighter puck
The most commonly selected advantages of using a lighter puck in the game of women's
hockey, according to the NWT and U22 team, are a faster game, faster shots and faster

passes (Figure 4- 16).

Figure 4-16 Possible advantages ofadopting a Iighter puck into
women's hockey according to the NWT and U22 playen.

Question 15 asked the players to state what they felt would be the greatest
disadvantage of a Iighter puck in women's hockey. The majonty of the participants fiom

both teams felt that the greatest disadvantage ofa lighter puck in women's hockey would

be that the puck was "tw light and dificult to handle" (Figure 4-17). The players felt
another disadvantage was that the shots may be too high for goalies.

easy

Iight
high difficult
goalies goaîies
to

for

handle

Figure 4-17 The disadvantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey, according
to the NWT and the U22 players,

The second last question of the survey asked players how they felt women's
hockey would be viewed if a lighter puck were adopted. A greater percentage of players
nom the U22 team felt that the game of women's hockey would be viewed negatively if a

lighter puck were adopted into the sport. Players felt that the game may be viewed as "a
game for the weaker sex", "a game too easf', or "not r d hockey" (Figure 4-18).

sex

.

Figure 4-18 How players from the N W T and U22 team felt women's
hockey would be viewed if a lighter puck were adopted.
The final question of the pre-test survey asked players to provide additional individual

comments and concems about the use of light weight pucks in women's hockey. Some
of the most common responses were that "there is no reason to change as the players are
doing fine with the regulation puck" and that "a lighter puck would give women the
persona of being weak and unable to play traditional hockey". Additional results are

included in Appendix H.
Post -test surveys

The post-test surveys were wmpleted by the players fiom both teams
immediately after their respective ice sessions. The first question of the post-test survey
related to whether or not the players from the NWT and U22 team prefemed the lighter

pucks to the regulation puck Rior to using the lighter pucks, 67% of the NWT felt they

would enjoy playing with the lghter pucks while 56% percent of the U22 players agreed
(Table 4-5). Individual responses to each of the survey questions are included in
Appendix 1,

M e r using the lighter pucks, 58% of the NWT preferred the new object, one

player did nog and four players or 33% of the participants, were undecided (Table 4-5).
The next question asked the participants ifit took a long time to adjust to the lighter
pucks. According to the NWT, the lighter puck did not take long to adjust to (67x1,in
the U22 group 36% ofthe players stated it did not take long to adjust to the new puck

whereas the other 52% disagreed (Table 4-6).
Table 4-6 Responses of the NWT and U22 team on the preference of a lighter puck and
the tirne it took to adjust to the new projectiles.

Question
1. Did you think that you
would prefer playing with
the lighter pucks before this
this ice session?
2. Do you prefer the Iighter
pucks now?
3. Did it take long to adjust
to the iighter pucks?
1. Did you think that you
would prefer playing with
the lighter pucks before this
this ice session?
2. Do you prefer the lighter
pucks now?
3. Did it take long to adjust
to the lighter pucks?

undecided

%

8

4

33

8
U22

67

4

33

yes

%

no

%

8

67

4

33

7

58

1

14

56

8

32

2

12

8

32

15

60

1

6

13

52

9

36

2

8

Questions five through 13 required the participants to respond to statements using
a seven point scale. The responses ranged fkom strongly disagree, disagree, slightiy

disagree and no dinérence to sslightly agree, agree and strongly agree. The responses
received a score of one to seven. Strongly disagree received a score of one and strongly
agree received a score of seven. If no dserence was chosen as a response the players
received a score of four, The mean scores and standard deviations for each of the teams
are included in Table 4-7. It should be noted that the NWT and the U22 had different

experiences with the lighter pucks, therefore the NWT did not respond to al1 the
questions as they did not perform certain skills referred to in the questions.

The NWT agreed with the statements that the Iighter pucks: were easier to
stickhandle, could be shot with a greater velocity, could be raised off the ice more easily
and could be released more quickly- However, the NWT did not believe shots with the
Iighter pucks were more accurate than shots with the regulation pucks.

The U22 players agreed with the statements that lighter pucks: could be shot with
a greater velocity, could be raised off the ice more easily, could be released more quickly,
and could be passed with a greater velocity. Players fkom the U22 disagreed with the

statements that lighter pucks: were easier to stickhandle, could be shot or passed more
accurately, could be received more easily, enabled players to penorm breakaways with
g m ter ease.

Table 4-7 Responses of the NWT and the U22 on the eEect of lighter pucks on ski11
performance in women's hockey-

M

SD

M
-

SD

5. The lighter pucks were easier to stickhandle-

3.3

1.9

5.2

0.5

6-The Iighter pucks could be shot with a greater

6.2

0.8

5.9

1-7

7. The lighter pucks could be raised off the ice more
easily.

6.2

1

6

1-4

8- Shots with the lighter pucks are more accurate.

4.1

1.5

4-1

1.8

9, The Iighter pucks could be released more quickly-

5.2

1

6-1

0.8

10. The lighter pucks could be passed with a greater
velocity,

5

1-6

N/A

il. Passes with the Iighter puck were more accurate.

3

1-4

NfA

12. The Iighter pucks could be received more easily.

2.9

1.4

NA

13. Breakaways were easier to perfom with the
lighter pucks.

3.7

1.1

NIA

velocity.

Question 14 referred to the difference in feel between the four pucks of different
weights. Nïnety-two percent of the NWT felt there was a difference in feel between the
lighter pucks and the regdation puck, 96% of the U22 team agreed. Sixty-seven percent

of the players felt the greatest dinerence in feel was when the players executed skills with
the 4.5 oz puck, another 25% felt the greatest diifference with the 5.0 oz puck The U22
team felt the greatest difference in feel was when the players used the 4.5 oz (84%), 5.0

oz (8%) and 5 -5 oz (4%) pucks.

The next question of the p o a -test sumey asked players if the lighter pucks
would enhance the development of shooting and passing skills in women's hockey. The

majority of the NWT (92%) stated that a lighter puck would enhance the development of

shooting and passing skills in women's hockey, eight percent ofthe players were
undecided. The responses of the U22 were significantly different as only 56% ofthe
players felt a Iighter puck would enhance the development of shooting and passing ski11

in women's hockey, 44% of the players disagreed.

When asked to list the advantages of a lighter puck, members of both teams stated
that the greatest advantages of a lighter puck would be faster shots and faster passes, as
well as, faster game, faster skating, higher shots and faster goalies (Figure 4-19).

Figure 4-19 Advantages of a lighter puck according to members of the NWT and the
U22 tearn.

The players were then asked to Iist the disadvantages ofa lighter puck. The majority of

players fiom both tearns felt that the greatest disadvantage of a Lighter puck was that is
was too light and difficult to handle. Participants stated that a lighter puck may result in

a game that was too easy, shots would be t w fast for goalies and that the shots may be
too high for goalies Pigure 4-20).

Question 18 of the survey referred to which of the three light weight pucks the
participants preferred if a Iighter puck was to be adopted. Figure 4-21 suggests that the
NWT would prefer the 5.0 oz puck if a Iighter puck was to be adopted into women's
hockey, 40 % of the U22 players agreed,

*Oo

too fast

for

high
8..

c

too light,'
ifficult

Figure 4-20 Disadvantages of adopting a lighter puck into women's hockey
according to the NWT and the U22 tearn.

Figure 4-21 Puck weight players would prefer if a lighter puck was
adopted into women's hockey.
Question 19 of the survey related to how women's hockey would be viewed ifa
Iighter puck were adopted into the sport of women's hockey. Fifky-eight percent ofthe
NWT believed that a change to a lighter puck in women's hockey would be viewed as a

revolution in women's hockey and 50% believed it would be an adaptation that would
enhance the women's game. The U22 group expressed much different responses as 74%
of the players fett it would be viewed as "a game for the weaker sex", and 48% believed
it would be viewed as "not real hockey" (Figure 4-22).

The final question of the post -test survey asked players to provide additional
individual comments and concerns about the use of light weight pucks in women's
hockey in the Iast question of the post-test survey. The most commonly stated comments
and concerns were that the lighter puck was tw bouncy and d s c u l t to control- Other

comments were that it was a great idea, women's hockey needs a lighter puck and that a
lighter puck would be great for younger and developing players. Results are included in

Appendix L,

Figure 4-22 How players feel women's hockey would be viewed if a lighter
pu& were adopted.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to determine the eEects of a light weight puck on
the biomechanics o f the wrist shot, as well a s the puck velocity and accuracy of the wrist
shot among female hockey players- A subproblem o f the study was to detennine if any
difference exists in the stickhandling and passing skills of female hockey players when
using a light weight p u c k An additional subproblem was t o gather pre and post
attitudinal data of elite female hockey players using Iighter pucks to determine if there
was a diflerence in opinion between age groups on adopting a lighter puck and if the

players supported the change.

It was the researcher's intent to design an interdisciplinary study that would
encornpass the effects o f a light weight puck on the game of women's hockey both
technically and tactically, as well, to investigate the impact a Iight weight puck would
have on players through the use of attitudinal data. In order to understand the overall

effects of the lighter pucks (4.5 oz, 5.0 oz, 5.5 oz) three different tools were used
including 3-D tiIm analysis o f the biomechanics of the wrist shot, hockey skiIl tests and
questionnaire surveys.
The results of this study supported the nul1 hypothesis that the b i o m e c h a ~ c sof
the wrist shot would not change when executing a wrist shot with three light weight

pucks. Shooting, puckhandling and goaltending skills of the female hockey players did
not differ significantly when using the light weight pucks, however, passing ski11 test
results indicated there was a significant difference in passing time between the 4.5 oz

puck and the other three puck weights- Light weight pucks did not increase the velocity
of the players' wrist shots and did support the hypothesis that an increase in puck velocity
would not be evident. The results of the attitudinal data rejected the hypothesis that there
wouid be no difference in opinion between the age groups. Three questions of the post test were designed to investigate the participants attitudes towards the adoption of a
lighter puck in women's hockey. Fifiy-eight and 32 percent of the NWï and the U22
team, respectively, preferred the lighter pucks f i e r expenencing the new projectiles. In
addition, 92% of the NWT and 56% of the U22 team felt the lighter pucks would enhance
the development of shooting and passing skills in women's hockey- However, there was
not an overwhelming majority of players that felt wornen's hockey would be viewed

positively if a lighter puck were adopted- Based on these findings it is dificult to
conclude if the NWT and the U22 wodd support the adoption of a lighter puck into
women's ice hockey.

Wrist Shot Analysis
Since onIy 12 subjects participated in the wrist shot filming, it was difficult to

obtain significant results for any of the tests. However, a few patterns were evident in the
data that suggested a lighter puck may affect several o f the variables calculated in this

study. Despite the fact that the 12 participants were elite female hockey players, there
was still a broad range of skill in the variables recorded- This did make the data more
generalizable as the variability in the data is representative of less skilled teams.
The results of the puck velocities are address the concerns of the CHA Board of
Director's as the data support the opinions expressed in the surveys that the female
players felt the lighter pucks could be shot and passecl with a greater velocity than the

regulation pucks. Although not significant, the results suggested there was an immediate
increase in shot velocity despite the fact that most of the subjects were using the lighter
pucks for the first tirne-

There are few studies in the literature that have investigated the velocity of
hockey shots, This is a surprising finding since ice hockey is one of the most popdar
team spofis in Canada. The few studies that were located were al1 published over 20
years ago, again indicating the lack of interest in ice hockey skill research- It may be that
the ice hockey coaching establishment is comprised primarïly of coaches who lack

interest and confidence in forma1 research. However, this lack of research in ice hockey
has Iimited the ability of coaches to critically analyze skill performance of their players

using sound scientific findings.
The female players in the current study perfomed the standing wrist shot with a
velocity of 43.94 rnph
46.22 rnph

3.96 (19.53ds *1.76 rnk) rnph when using the 6.0 oz puck and

2.84 rnph (20.54 m/s

* 1.26 d s ) with the 4.5 oz puck (See Table 4-1).

A study by Alexander et al. (1963), analyzed the velocity of the standing wrkt

and slap shots, as well as, the skating wrist and slap shots. Velocities were calculated

with a ballistic pendulum and 30 subjects, representing four different teams, participated
in the study. At1 subjects were male and the skill level of the players ranged h m

professional to amateur and the university level, The velocities of the standing wrist shot
with the regulation puck were compared to the velocities obtained in the wrist shots
filmed of the female hockey players. The most skilled male team (n = 11) demonstrated
an average velocity of 63.1 rnph

(n

= 7,

* 5.9 rnph (28.22 mis * 1.9m/s), the two amateur teams

n = 6) had velocities of 62.4 mph I4.3 rnph (27.3 m/s

* 1.87 mk) and 58.7 rnph

8.0 mph (25.52

3-48), respectively, while the university team members achieved an

average puck velocity of 54.3 mph

5.3 mph (23.60 m/s

2.30 m/s) for the standing

wrist shot- The puck velocities are similar to a study performed by Naud & Holt (1975)
in which two former professional hockey players recorded an average, standing wrist shot

velocity, of 55 mph

* lrnph (23-91 m/s

0-43 mk). Unlike the study by Alexander et al-

(1963) a cinernatographic analysis was used to calculate the velocities of the 6.0 oz puck

Dore and Roy (1979) performed a study that calculated the puck velocity of nine
subjects of various ski11 levels; Junior A, B, Senior and University students specializing
in hockey. The average puck velocity for the nine participants, with a regdation, 6.0 oz
puck was 60.68 mph

* 3.O6 (26.3 8 m/s * 1.33 mk) mph while executing the standing

wrist shot. Photoelectric cells were used to accurately measure the velocity of the puck
and velocities were similar and comparable to the previous studies mentioned. Caution

should be exercised when comparing the results of the current study with the previous
studies as several different methods were used for calculating puck velocities. It is
evident that the elite female hockey players in the current study could not shoot the puck
with same velocity as male players of a similar skill level. If the goal of the Canadian
Hockey Association is to have female players shoot the puck with a higher velocity,
sirnilar to that of male players, the current study suggests (although the results were not
significant) that a lighter puck could allow female players to achieve higher velocities
and possibly narrow the velocity gap between genders.
Tuming to angular displacement of the stick blade this study found no significant
difference between the results of the four puck weights. According to Dore and Roy
(1976) only one previous study by Romechevsky (1974) had dealt with this subject. The

current researcher suggests that angular displacement of the stick blade could represent
the amount of pronation occurring at the wrist joint. It is possible that a small degree of
angular dispiacement of the stick btade is a result of medial rotation of the shoulder.
However, because of the position of the hands on the stick and the extended elbow of the
bottom arm, it is more Iikely that angular displacernent of the stick Made is a result of
forearm pronation. More research has to be done in this area with players who are not
required to Wear protective gloves or a track suit to confirm that angular displacement of
the stick blade is a result of pronation of the forearm- The absence of the track suit and
the protective equipment would allow the researcher to analyze the movements at the
forearm and shoulder joints more accurately. Additionally, the movement at the wrist
joint and the velocity at which it occurs may be important in determining the velocity of
the wrist shot. Unfortunately, there is not any published research to support this
assumption and during the course of this study, it was just that, an assumption.
A study by Hayes (1965) incorrectly states that wrkt pronation is occurring at the

wrist joint in the wrist shot and is a major movement in the joint, based on film analysis.
However, the angular displacement and velocity of wrist pronation were not recorded in
the study. Wrist pronation is difflcult to measure because it is a rotational movement of
the forearm and not the wrist joint, The head of the radius rotates about the ulna in the
annular ligament at the elbow joint and the two bones cross as the wrist moves fiom a
supinated position to a pronated position. Unlike flexion of the wrist or shoulder joint, it
is difficult and inaccurate to landmark an axis about which forearm rotation occurs as the
axis is the long axis through the lower ann that passes through the radio - ulnar joints.
Additionally, medial or lateral rotation of the shoulder may be mistaken for pronation or

supination of the forearm, as it is difficult to distinguish behueen these movements if
pronatiodsupination is estimated by analyzing the position ofthe hand. The current
researcher believed that wrist shot pronation was an important variable because pronation
of the wrist is a major movement in the wrist shot, and there is no published research on
the kinetics and kinematics of this movement- Because pronation is such a difficult

movement to analyze, it was assumed that stick blade angular dispIacement was directly
correlated with forearm pronation.
Based on their previous studies Dore and Roy (1979) state that the wrkt joint is
more active in t h e wrist shot than the slap shot. Only flexion of the wrkt was recorded
but the authors stated that the wrist of the bottom hand on the stick, flexed up to 39

degrees in total and reached an angular velocity of570 degreeds at impact with the puck.

Combined with the elbow joint, it was suggested that the &st joint had a relative
contribution of 2O-25% to the velocity of a shot. Unfortunately, Dore and Roy (1979) did
not investigate wrist pronation. It is interesting to note that the maximum velocity of
wrist flexion occurred within -05 s of puck release, this is consistent with the findings of
the current study in which maximum anylar velocity of the stick blade occurrd within
-02 - -07seconds of puck release for each subject (See Table 4-3).

It was dificult to analyze the results of angular displacement and velocity of the
hips and shoulders as the film data was inconsistent, There was not a significant
difference between the angular displacement and velocities of the hips and shoulders with
the four puck weights, One of the rasons for this is that the players were instructed by
the Canadian Hockey Association to Wear the team tracksuit during filming- It is mostly
black and was difficult to accurately locate joint centers because the midsection of the

body and the extremities were the same color. More accurate digitkation would have
been possible if the subjects had wom tight fitting clothing of contrasting colon in the
trunk and limbs. Additionally, the players had to Wear hockey gloves for insurance and
injury prevention purposes. The protective equipment decreased the accuracy of wrist
joint center identification during the digitization process. Due to the short amount of
tirne (one week) the players spent at the selection camp, team officiais did not want the
players to jeopardize their chances of making the tearn by getting injured during the
testing. As well, the insurance policy that covers the Canadian National Team requires
players to Wear helmets and gloves on the ice at al1 times.
A study by Dore and Roy (1979) on males investigated the angular velocity of the

t ~ n and
k shoulder segments and the time at which the rotations occurred in the execution
of the skill. UnfortunateIy, the study did not outline the methods used to calculate tmnk
and shoulder angular displacement and angular velocities. The results suggested that the
trunk rotated prior to the shoulders, consistent with "the principle of continuity of joint
forces".
The theory states that " In the execution of various types of shots, the rotation of the ttunk
occurs an instant before that of the shoulder and the other more distal joints. Because this
sequence of actions must be executed very rapidly, the total time is short, and the timing
of movement from one segment to another should occur without interruption. The
movement should be rapid and continuous. If there is interruption, or if the action does
not proceed in the right order, the total amount of force will be reduced" @ore and Roy,
1976, p. 61).
It was interesting to note that one of the shooters with the greatest velocity demonstrated
the same sequence of rotation as in the study by Dore and Roy (1976). Maximum
velocity of the hips occurred just prior to maximum angular velocity of the shoulders
followed b y maximum angular velocity of the stick blade. The movements also ocairred

very rapidly as the maximum velocity values of each body segment occurred 0.02 s apart,

consistent with the study by Dore and Roy (1976).

Unfortunately, in the current study,

few of the participants displayed a similar sequence of body segment movements. It is

possible that inaccuracies in the digitization process affected the timing results of
segment rotation and other wrist shot variables.
There are very few research articles describing the linear displacement of the
center of gravity of the player during execution of the stationary wrist shot However, the
study by Alexander et a!. (1963) stated that the skating wrist shot resulted in a greater
velocity than the stationary wrist shot in each of the four age groups. It can be concluded
from this study that the greater the linear displacement of the center of gravity, the greater
the velocity of the shot because the linear velocity of the center of gravity is added to the
final linear velocity of the puck. Individual linear displacement data in the current study
supports this theory as the player with the lowest wrist shot velocity also demonstrated
the least amount of linear displacement of their center of gravity with each of the four
puck weights. However, the four shots with the greatest Iinear velocity did not
demonstrate the greatest linear displacement of the center of gravity for all four puck
weights.

It is important to note that the players with the greatest wrist shot velocity
demonstrated much greater angular displacements and velocities of the hip, shoutder, and
stick blade, as well as Iinear displacement of their center of gravity than the players with
the slowest shots. This suggested that the highly skilled shoulden are able to transfer the
high velocities of their body segments and displacement of their center of gravity to the
puck. Because the timing of these movements did not differ between the highly skitled

and less skilled shooters it is evident that if the less skilled shooters are able to produce
greater rotational velocities of their hip, shoulder and stick blade, as well as linear
displacement of their center of gravity their shot velocity will increase. Players wanting
to improve the velocity of their shots should concentrate on increasing the velocity of
their body segments to improve the velocity of their shot. Further research must be done
in this area to determine the most significant differences beîween skilled and less skilled

shooters. Once these variables are determined, coaches and players can modiw their
training to improve these variables and eventually increase shot velocity
In conclusion, the current study did not reveaI any significant difference in the

variables investigated for the standing wrist shot performed with pucks of different
weights. Cornparison of the variables investigated in this study to those reported in other
studies is limited as the majority of studies performed (Alexander et al., 1963, Dore &
Roy, 1976, Dore and Roy, 1979) do not include a complete kinetic and kinematic

analysis of the hockey wrist shot More importantly, there are no studies that have
focused on or even included female hockey players. The present study suggests that
female hockey players do not shoot the puck with the same velocity as their male
counterparts but there is no research presently available that attempts to investigate the
reasons for this difference. The current study is unique in that there hasn't been any prior
studies on female hockey players executing a wrist shot or the angular displacement and
velocity of the forearm, of the bottom hand on the hockey stick. This lack of research on
both male and female hockey is surprising and disappointing considering that hockey is
one of the most popular team sports in Canada.

Hockey Skill Tests
The current study included five hockey ski11 tests that assessed the skill

performance of female hockey players with pucks of four different weights. The players
were required to perfonn stickhandling, passing, shooting and goaitending skills
throughout the study. Skill tests were important to this study as the drills attempted to
evaluate the effects of a light puck in game-like situations. Four of the five skill tests did
not yield significantly different results between the four puck weights. In the Passing
skill test, the participants attained significantly slower times when using the 4.5 oz puck
as compared to the 5.0,5.5 and 6.0 oz pucks. The results suggested that the players could
performed more poorly in the Passing skill test when the Iightest puck was used.
Several other studies have examined rule and equipment changes for females
playing sports onginally designed for males. A sirnilar report by Husak et al. (1984)
included five different studies (Phase 1,2,3,4 and 5) that attempted to investigate the
influence of the smaller women's basketball on performance and attitude. Of the studies
in the literature, the study by Husak et al. (1984) is the most extensive as several aspects

of women's basketball were investigated including player performance with the smaller
ball in ski11 tests and the attitudes of the players towards the use of a smaller ball. Phase
1 of the study included six basketball skill tests @ribble, Speed Pass, Baseball Pass, Fou1

Shot percentage, Side Shot score and Key Shot score) with high school athletes (n = 92)
and nonathletes (n

= 100) and

college athletes (n = 94) and nonathletes (n = 77), with the

regulation and smaller, lighter ball. Participants had the opportunity to pradice with the
smaller, lighter ball for ten minutes. A significance level of p<. 10 was established and
the university athletes demonstrated a significant difference with the smaller bal1 in the

Speed Pass drill. Results for the high schooi and university nonathletes showed

significant differences for the smaller, lighter ball in the Speed pass and Baseball pass
drills and the Dribble, Speed pas, Baseball pass and Side Shot score, respectively. The
high school athletes produced a significant difference in performance with the larger ball
in the Dribble, Baseball pass, Fou1 Shot and Key Shot drills.

The results of Phase 1 of the study by Husak et al. (1984) are not consistent with
the findings of the current study that only reported significant differences in the Passing
skill test (See Table 4-6). Possible rasons for this finding are that only elite female
players were used in the current study and not nonathletes, the sample size for the cumnt
study was rnuch smaller and the studies involved different sports. Another reason is that
the new projectile in the basketball study was a different size and weight (17.5

- 19.5

OZ

or 496.13 -552.83 g, 28.5 - 29 inches or 72.39- 73.66 cm in circumference) than the
regulation ball (20 - 22 oz or 567 - 623-7 g 29.5 - 30 inches o r 74.93 - 76.2 cm in
circumference) whereas the lighter pucks (4.5 oz, 5.0 oz, 5.5 oz) were the same size (7.5

cm in diameter and a height of 2.5 cm) but a different weight than the regulation disc (6.0

oz). Additionally, the difference in weight between the two basketballs may have been
greater than the pucks depending on the exact weight of the balls.
Phase 2 of the study by Husak et al. (1984) involved eight ski11 tests and surveys
of 335 high school varsity players attending a summer camp. The skiil tests included

timed layups, fou1 shots, side shots key shots, a baseball pass at a target, a basebal! p a s
for distance, speed pass against a wail and a dribble test. Participants practiced with the
1ighter balls for four days before being tested with the new, lighter, smaller basketbail and
the regulation ball. Bal1 sizes and weights were the same as in Phase 1 of the study-

Results with the smafl ball were significantly diserent than the regulation ball for three of
the eight skill tests, the Timed Layup, the Speed Pass, and the Baseball pass for distance.
These results were not in agreement with the current study examining hockey pucks that
reported a significant difference in onIy the Passing skill test- Reasons for the difference
may be a smaller sample size in the hockey ski11 tests, different sports, greater difference

in weight between the basketballs than the puck, a difference in size as well as weight
with the basketballs, and the amount of time the subjects had to pradice with the new
projectiles. Hockey is unique compared to basketball in that the players handle and
shoot the projectile with an implement and not their bare hands. It is difticult to compare
tests from two sports that do not utilize similar equipment. The basketball skill tests that
were most similar to the hockey ski11 tests were the Speed Pass and Dribble tests, similar
to the Passing test and Stickhandling test of the current study. None of these tests scores
were found to be significantly different when using altered equiprnent.
A study by Bedingfield and Skieryk (1985) used five skiil tests to evaluate the

eRect of basketball size and weight on the skill performance of intercollegiate basketball
players. The study included 71 female and 35 male CIAU basketball players. For the
purpose of this study on1y the results of the female playen were reported. Four of the

ski11 tests (Lay-up, Side Shot, Speed Pass, and Dribble) were adopted from the American
Association of HeaIth, Physical Education and Recreation AAPHER Basketball Skills
Test Manual for Girls (1966) and were used in the study by Husak et al. (1984). The
other test, the Figure 8 was a ski11 test from a study by Dailey and Harris (1984). Three
basketballs were used in the study, a regulation size basketball (Ball A), Ball B (average
circumference of 28.5 inches or 72.39 cm, 18.0 oz or 510.3 g) and Ball C that was the

same size as Ball B and the same weight as Ball A (20.5 oz or 581.18 g). Subjects
received a practice penod to familiarize themselves with the new basketballs.
Significantly different results were evident in the Dnbbling and Speed Passing drills.
Players demonstrated the fastest time for the Dribbling ski11 test with the regdation bal!
and were slowest with the bal1 of smaller size but equal weight. Ten chest passes in the

Speed Pass ski11 test were wmpleted in the fastest time with the smaller and lighter ball
and in the slowest time with the smaIler ball of equal weight to the regdation ball.

The

results of the study by Bedingfield and Skleryk (1985) disagree with the present study
and studies by Dailey and Harris (1984) and Pitts (1985). Participants in the study by
Dailey and Harris (1984) demonstrated significantly different scores in the Side Shot, the
Speed Pass and the Figure 8 skill tests. Significant differences were not evident in the
Dribbling test- In the study by Pitts (1985), performance was significantly improved in
the Side Shot, the Layup, the Speed Pass, and the Dribble skill tests.
The current study, however, did not dernonstrate a significant difference in four of
the five ski11 tests. Again, the different results may be due to the following: there was a
larger sample size in the basketball studies, the two sports incorporate different
equipment, the difference in projectile weight was greater in the basketball studies, and
the size of the ball was altered, not just the weight, as in the hockey study. The surveys
suggested that players had difficulty in handling the lightest, 4.5 oz puck. The results of
the skill test support this theory as the Passing test was the only test that demonstrated a
significant difference behveen puck weights. Passing tests with the 4.5 oz puck had
significantly greater times than the other three pucks, suggesting players had difliculty
passing and receiving the lightest projectile. The ?rasons for that may be due to the fa&

that the Passing skill test involved two players, one player that was being timed and the
other player that retumed the passes. The investigator felt that two players were needed
as it was more garne-1ike than passing the puck against the boards, or as in basketball and
lacrosse, the wall. In Hodges Lacrosse test, the Wall Volley test required players to stand
behind a designated Iine and throw the ball above a line on the wall and atternpt to catch
it on the retum. The test lasted 60 seconds and the goal of the test was to pass and catch
the ball as many times as possible in one minute (Collins and Hodges, 1978). This test
would be more reliable than using an additional player as the wall is a constant and the
bal1 will rebound off the wall with a velocity consistent with the velocity the ball was
travelling, depending on the coefficient of restitution,
The problem with using this test in ice hockey is that the coefficient of restitution

of the puck is too low and it will not rebound off the boards with a high enough velocity
to evaluate the receiving skills of the player. Due to the structure of the boards and the

ice it would be very difficult for the player to keep the puck flat on the ice, without it
bouncing or flipping up on end. This is unlike the basketball or lacrosse test in which the
bal1 traveIs through the air and maintains its line of direction when it rebounds off the flat
wall. One other reason the Passing skill test may have yielded significant differences
between the 4.5 oz puck and the other three puck weights is that the drill involved

receiving skills that were not investigated in the other ski11 tests. It is important that a
player can shoot and pass the puck with a greater velocity but a aster pass is not useful if
the players cannot accept the pass. It may have been dificult for the players to receive
the passes with the lightest puck because the 4.5 oz puck is only 75% of the weight of the
regulation puck and demonstrated the greatest increase in velocity ofthe wrist shot.

Therefore, it is safe to assume that the players passed the 4.5 oz puck with the greatest
velocity dunng the passing ski!1 test.
Additionally, the 6.0 oz puck had a greater inertia and is more resistant to a
change in motion than a 4.5 oz puck For exarnple, piayers stated that the puck bounced
off their stick during the passing drills. This was because the 4.5 oz puck has less mass
and inertia than the regulation puck, allowing the projectile to bounce off the stick in a
different direction more easily and frequently. "The amount of inertia a body possesses
is directly proportional to it mass. The more massive an object is, the more it tends to
maintain it's current state of motion and the more difficult to disrupt its state" Hall,
1999, p. 63). Newton's first law of motion states that "A body in motion will maintain a
state of rest or constant velocity unless acted on by an external force that changes that
state" (Hall, 1999, p. 397). In the Passing ski11 test the stick blade was the extemal force
and it would take less of a force to change the state of velocity of the 4.5 oz puck than the
6.0 oz puck-

Another factor that must be acknowledged when investigating the collision
between two bodies, the stick blade and the puclg is linear momentum. Linear
Momentum (MJ is the product of a body's mass (m) and the velocity (v) the object
possesses (Hall, 1999). Linear momentum is a vector that has both magnitude and
direction, so force is required to change both magnitude and direction. The greater the
momentum of the object the greater the resistance to a change in the state of the object.
Despite the fact that the velocity of the 4.5 oz puck was p a t e r than the velocity of the
6.0 oz puck (although not significant), the increase in velocity does not compensate for

the difference in rnass and the momenhim of the regulation puck may still be greater. For

example, the mean resultant velocity of the 4-5 oz puck was 20.54 mis and the mean
resultant velocity of the 6.0 oz puck was 19.53 m k Therefore, the momentum of the 4-5
oz puck was (mass = - 128 kg * 20.54 d s ) equal to 2.63 kg mis whereas the momentum
of the 6.0 oz puck was (mas = -156 kg * 19.53 mis) qua1 to 3.05 kg d s .
Newton's first law also applied to the velocity of the puck weights during the
wrist shot filming The 6-0 oz puck had a greater mass than the 4-5 oz pucks and was
more dificult to move fiom a state of rest- A greater extemal force had to be applied to
the regulation puck to attain the same velocity as the 4-5 oz puck. Ifthe players were
exerting maximal force to the puck for each of the puck weights, it would not be possible
for the players to achieve the same velocity with a 6-0 oz puck as they did with the 4-5 oz
puck. Further, the fiiction force between a 6.0 oz puck and the ice is greater than the
friction force between a 4.5 oz puck and the ice. Friction is the "force acting over the
area of contact between two surfaces in the direction opposite that of motion or motion
tendency" (Hall, 1999, p. 403). Basically, the greater the fnction force the greater force
needed to move the object. Friction is the product of the coefficient of static or kinetic
friction (bor B, respectively) and the normal reaction force (R) or weight of the body.
Static friction is the friction between two bodies that are motioniess and kinetic fiction is
the fnction between two bodies that are in motion (Hall, 1999). It can be assumed that

the coefficient of fnction, static and kinetic, between the four puck weights are equal and
does not change, therefore, as the weight of the puck inmeases, the fiction force between

the ice and the puck increases proportionately. The heavier the puck, the greater the

fnction force between the surfaces and the greater the force it takes to achieve a velocity
equal to that of a lighter puck. Again, if the players exerted maximal force during

execution of the wrist shot for each of the puck weights, it would not be possible to shoot
a heavier puck with the same velocity as a lighter puck. Unfortunately, players are not
able to exert equal force to the puck each time they perform a wrist shot. This was one
reason that elite playen fiom the Canadian National women's team were selected for
testing. The players are more consistent (more likely to exert similar, maximal force to
the puck for each wn'st shot) fiom one trial to another than less skilled playen and it is
more li kely that the eEects of momentum, inertia and fnction would affect performance
using pucks of different weights,

Comparing shooting tests in the sports of hockey and basketball was somewhat
contrived as a hockey player attempts to shoot the puck with a high velocity and accuracy
whereas the basketball player is most concemed with accuracy. The "Battery of Ice
Hockey Skill Tests" produced by Merrifield and Walford (1969) originally included a
shooting test but the test was dropped as the reliability of the test was too low. However,
Merrifield and Walford (1969) did state that the reliability of a shooting test could be
increased to an acceptable level if a large number of t d s and a large number of subjects
were incorporated.
The NCAA women's basketball program adopted the smaller, lighter ball in
1984-1985 (Husak et al., 1986) to increase the shooter's range as well as ball handling

skills. Women's hockey could adopt the lighter puck to increase the range, velocity and
height of players' shots. Presently, the major concern in wornen's hockey is that the
game is played, for the most part, "on the i d and the majority of the shots are low wrist
shots, taken in close to the goal. The Canadian Hockey Association's Board oPDirecton
is hopeful that a lighter puck will allow players to shoot the puck with a greater velocity,

take more slap shots, raise the puck more easily, and shoot fiom fûrther away tiom the
goal. These improvements in ski11 performance could help to make women's ice hockey
an even more exciting game.
The problem with the ski11 tests performed in this study is that there is a Iack of
literature in this area for comparison of test resub. Many of the tests described in the
literature are not descnbed in detail and had to be adapted and adjusted for the purposes
of this study. The Aççuracy Shoot was similar to that used in the N.H.L. Al1-Star Skills

Competition (Tredree et al, 2000)- In comparison, six of the top male shooters in the Ail
Star competition had a mean shooting percentage of 67% with the regdation 6.0 oz puck
whereas the six top female players had a slightly higher shooting percentage at 7%

(see

Appendix H)with the 6.0oz puck. Although the ski11 tests in the present study were
slightly different than the N.H.L. tests, it is evident that the female players do not lack
accuracy with the regdation, 6.0 oz puck.
Although the Breakaway and Rapid Fire ski11 tests used in this study are similar to
those in the N.H.L. Skills Competition (Tregree, 2000), the protocols were not similar
enough to compare with the current study. For instance, the Breakaway drill in the Al1

Star competition began at center ice and the players only shot one puck for each tnal
whereas the players in the current study shot four pucks in each tnal and began the drill
fiom the blue line. In the N.H.L.Al1 Star competition Rapid Fire ski11 test the players
had 18 seconds to shoot eight pucks. The shooter received passes from players on each
side of the net as the passes altemated fiom one side of the net to the other. In the current
study the players only shot five pucks and did not receive passes Born other players,

rather, the pucks were placed at designated areas on the ice surface. Additionally, the

female players were given ten seconds, as compared to 18 seconds for NHL. players to
complete each trial.
Unfortunately, the Puckhandling ski11 tests in the literature do not provide length
of courses or descriptions of courses used in testing. The Passing skill tests, similar to the
one used in this study, documented in the literature do not state the distance between
players or the protocol for the tests (Hansen et al., 1970). AdditionaIly, there are no
available baseline scores for Puckhandling and Passing ski11 tests for cornparisons with
the current female scores,

A standard battery of skiil tests, similar to the Amencan Association of Health,

Physical Education and Recreation AAPHER Basketball Skills Test Manual for Girls
(1966), should be devised and adopted by the Canadian Hockey Association for use by

both male and female players. It is difficult to assess the reliability of skill tests when
baseline scores or even descriptions of previous ski11 tests are unavailable. Players
should have the opportunity to compare their skill level to other hockey playen of similar
age or even assess their own progress over the course of a season. Unfortunately for the
players and the current researcher that was not possible at the time of this study.
Surveys

Three of the 17 questions reported in the basketball surveys by Husak et al.
(1 984) were similar to those in the hockey surveys. Sixty-two percent of the female

hockey players felt they would enjoy playing with the lighter projectile (See Table 4-6)
while only 25% of the basketball playen felt they would enjoy playing with the lighter
ball. When asked if the players preferred the lighter projectile the responses were nearly
identical, 48% said yes for the basketball players and 45% said yes for the hockey players

(See Table 4-8). Forty-seven percent of hockey players (See Figure 4-8) and sixty-eight
percent of basketball players did not feel it took a long time to adjust to the lighter object.
A larger sample size in the basketball study and the fact that the new basketball differed

in size and weight may have accounted for the difference in responses to the surveys.
Phase 4 of the sîudy by Husak et al. (1984) included the same survey as in Phase 2 of the
report- A total of 1417 high school basketball players completed the surveys as well as
124 coaches and 102 referees. For the purposes of this study only the responses of the

basketball players were o f interestThe basketbal 1 surveys were distributed to the players d e r the players competed
for an entire season with t h e smaller, lighter basketball- Responses were much different
than Phase 2 of the study as the players had an entire year to get accustomed to the
lighter, smaller ball. Nintey-three percent of the participants fiom Phase four of the study
by Husak et al. (1984) liked the idea of playing with a lighter projectile compared to oniy
25% of the basketball players in Phase 2 and 62% of the female hockey players (See

Figure 4-8). A greater percentage of the players in Phase 4 (95%) preferred the smaller
ball whereas only 48% and 45% of the basketbalt players in Phase 2 and the hockey
players (See Figure 4-8), respectively, preferred the lighter projectile. Twenty-six
percent of the hockey players (See Figure 4-8) and 27% of the basketball players fiom
Phase 2 of the Husak et al. shidy (1984) felt it took a long time to adjust to the lighter
projectile, only 12 % of the playen fiom Phase 4 of the study agreed.
The most significant reason for the large differences in the responses of the Phase
2 participants and the hockey players to those of the participants of Phase 4 of the

basketball study is the exposure time to the new projectile. Players in Phase 4 had a fiIl

season to experience, adapt to, and assess the effects of a smaller, lighter bail on ski11
performance. In the current study and Phase 2 of the basketball study, players only had
several minutes to use the new projectiles before testing was commenced. It is very
dificult for players of any level to adapt to a new projectile in that time penod. Phase 4
of the study by Husak et al- is an excellent example of the positive effects additional
practice time can have on the attitudes of the players within the sport. Short-term testing
is useful to evaluate test protocols and initial attitudes that may exist but long-term testing
must be incorporated before a final decision is passed to adopt s new projectile into any

sport. The decision to adopt a lighter puck into women's hockey should not be made
until long-term testing is initiated and completed.
The concem in women's hockey is that much of the game is played on the ice and
the majority of shots taken during the course of a game are fiom in close to the

goaltender. The Canadian Hockey Association's Board of Directors feel that in order to
maintain or decrease attrition rates of players and maintain or improve attendance, the
sport of ice hockey needs to progress. If the players took more shots fiom hrther away

from the goal that challenged the goaltenders to a greater extent, the game would be even
more exciting than it is now. As well, higher shots would increase excitement and make
it more difficult for the goaltenders to stop the puck Additional concems, voiced by the
Canadian Hockey Association's Board of Director's are that the goalies are not
challenged enough and that many new players, young or old, experience fnistration when
performing puck skills. Difficulty in acquiring new skills or improving on old ones oRen
causes players to quit as the sport is no longer enjoyable. If a lighter puck allows players
to raise the puck more easily and shoot and pass with a greater velocity, some ofthese

concerns may be addressed- In addition, if players are able to acquire new skills more
quickly, attrition rates of female hockey players may improve and more new players may
enroll in hockey programs.
Survey results suggest that the lighter pucks do allow players to raise the puck
more easily, and shoot and pass the projectile with a greater velocity than the regulation
6.0 oz puck. Although these are positive benefits of a light weight puciq many of the

individuals surveyed believe the lighter disc would be detrimental to the image of female
hockey and would be labeled a "game for the weaker sex" or "not real hockey? The
National Women's team, on the other hand, felt a lighter puck would revolutionize the
women's game and possibly make the game more skillfil. It is interesting that the top
female hockey players in Canada do not feel threatened by a lighter puck and believe it
would benefit the game. The NWT players suggested that the main difference between
men's and women's hockey is that the male players can shoot and pass with a greater
velocity than the female players, mainly because male players are stronger. There was a
concem that the light weight pucks are more dificult to handle and bounce and flutter
more than a regulation puck. Results of the Passing ski11 test supported the player's
beliefs when the 4.5 oz puck was used as signiticantly greater times were recorded with
the Iightest projectile.
Results of the pre and post test surveys suggested that there was a difference in
the attitudes towards the use o f a light weight puck between the Canadian National
Women's team and the Canadian National U22 team. Both tearns stated that a lighter
puck could be shot and passed with a greater velocity than a regulation puck, as well as
raised off the ice more easily. However, the U22 team believed that female hockey

would be viewed more negatively if the lighter puck were adopted, players of the NWT
believed a lighter puck may adually improve the Mage of the sport and make the game
more skillfil,
Although only one of the variables investigated yielded significant results, the
data suggests that a lighter puck may address the concems ofthe Canadian Hockey

Association's Board of Governors regarding the game of women's ice hockey- A few of
the concerns of the Board of Governors is that the puck is not r a i d off the ice as
fiequently as in a men's game, shots are often taken fkom in close to the goal and are not

challenging enough for the goaltenders. The Canadian Hockey Association is hopeful
that the lighter puck would address their concerns and help make female hockey even
more exciting than it is nowThe greatest obstacle in adopting the lighter projectile appears to be the image of

women's hockey and how it may be tamished ifthe lighter puck is accepted into the

sport Players, coaches, officiais, parents and fms must keep in mind that female hockey
is not to be compared to the spon of male hockey. The two sports are different in that the
players £kom each sport differ in size and strength. Many sports including basketball and
track and field events have modified equipment for the female athietes to address the size
and strength differences that exist between the genders. 'Males are, on average, 10 cm

taller and 10 kg heavier than the average female; males are 30 percent stronger in the
lower body and up to 50 percent stronger in the upper body than females, males have
faster movement time and reaction time; males have only one third to one haif of the
percent body fat of females; males have wider shoulders and a higher centre ofgravity
than females" (Alexander, 2001, p. Ag). The main goal of the female hockey community

should be to make the game o f women's hockey as progressive, exciting and as skillfùl as
possible. The differences between the two sports and the athletes that participate in them
should be recognized and appreciated.

If the sport of women's hockey does decide to adopt a lighter puck, the statement
made by Ji11 Hutchinson, acting chair of the United States Girls' and Women's Basketball
Rules Cornmittee, at the time the smaller, lighter basketball was adopted into women's

basketball, should be acknowledged- "The use of the smaller basketball has become a
reality. To those of you who support its adoption, we hope it is al1 you hoped it would
be. For those of you who are opposed to the smaller basketball, your voices have been
heard. Perhaps your most viable option is to utilize the basketball for one season,
critically evaluate t h e strengths and weaknesses, and prepare your arguments for next
spring" (Hutchinson, 1984, p-21).

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
The purpose of the study was to detennine the effects o f a light weight puck on
the biomechanics of the wrist shot, as well as the puck velocity and accuracy of the wrkt
shot arnong female hockey players. A subproblem was to detennine if any differences
exist in the stickhandling, passing and goaltending skills of female players when using a
light weight puck. A further subproblem was to gather attitudinal data and determine if a
difference in attitude exists between the two age groups and if the female players would
support the adoption of a Iight weight puck. This was done to determine if a light weight
puck would enhance the women's game and allow for m o n shots, shots and passes with a
greater velocity, higher shots, shots taken nirther fiom the goal and the opportunity for
players to challenge the goalies to a greater degree. It was hypothesized that the
biomechanics of the wnst shot and the players performance on the hockey skill tests
would not differ between the four puck weights (4.5 oz, 5.0 oz, 5.5 oz and 6.0).
Additionally, attitudinal data would not differ between age groups and the female players
would not support the adoption of a lighter puck.
Data were collected on 12 members of the Canadian National Women's team
(NWT) for the wrist shot filming and 25 members of the Canadian National U22

Women's team (U22) for the hockey ski11 tests. Participants for the NWT and the U22
team were also required to complete pre and post test surveys before and after testing.
Players perfonned their respective tests with four different pucks; the regdation 6.0 oz
puck and the three newly designed Iight weight pucks (4.5 04 5.0 oz and 5.5 oz).

Significant differences in puck velocity between wrist shot trials with the four
pucks weights was not evident. A negative correlation was demonstrated for puck weight
and velocity but the correlation was not significant. Players did demonstrate that the
lighter pucks could be shot with a greater velocity than the regulation puck, although the
results were not significant- The mean velocity for the 4-5 oz puck was 20.54 mis or
46.22 mph, the 5.0 oz puck had a mean velocity of 19.88 rn/s or 44-73 mph, a mean

velocity of 19.68 mls or 44.28 rnph was demonstrated for the 5.5 oz puck and the
regulation, 6 oz puck, had the least mean velocity at 19.53 m/s or 43.93 mph. Wtist shots
with the 4.5 oz puck were 2.25 rnph faster than those with the 6-0 oz puck.
The biomechanics of the wrist shot did not significantly differ when the players
executed a wrist shot with the lighter pucks. The angular displacement and velocity of
the stick blade did not differ between puck weights, however, results suggested that peak
anguiar velocity of the stick blade occurred within 0.07 of puck release or cntical instant.
Significant differences in hip angular displacement and velocity did not occur and
no specific patterns were evident in the data- This may have been due to the fact that

there was difficulty in accurately digitking the hip joint. Results suggested that the
players achieved peak hip velocity within 0.05 s before puck release.
Shoulder a n y lar displacement and velocity did not demonstrate any significant
changes when the players performed the wrist shot with the lighter pucks. Players did
dispiay similar mean shoulder angular displacement values ranging frorn 376.07deg/s2
with the 5.0 oz puck to 419.48deg/s2 with the 5.5 oz puck. Mean shoulder angular
velocities for the 4.5 oz puck and 5.0 oz puck were dso within this range. The results of

the shoulder girdle analysis did suggest that the majonty o f players produced peak
angular velocity of the shoulder girdle within 0.06 seconds of puck release.
Results for the resultant linear displacement of the center of gravity ofthe players

did not reveal any significant differences when the players executed the wrist shot with
the four puck weights. Results suggested that resultant linear displacement was greatest
with the Iightest, 4.5 oz puck (0.257 m) and the Ieast with the heaviest, 6-0 oz puck (0.13

Ski11 test results significantly differed between the four puck weights in the

Passing ski11 test but not in the Accuracy Shoot, Puckhandling, Rapid Fire or Breakaway
ski11 test. Results of the Passing ski11 test demonstrated significantly greater (slower)
times for the 4.5 oz puck (8.4 s) than the 5.0 oz (7.22 s), the 5.5 oz (7.29 s) and the 6.0 oz
(7.5 s) pucks,

Rapid Fire and Breakaway ski11 tests suggested that the goaltenders achieved a
higher Save percentage when t h e players were using the regulation 6.0 oz puck (67% and
89%, respectively). Players had the lowest shooting percentage in the Rapid Fire ski11

test (13%) and the Breakaway ski11 test (12%) when using the regulation puck.
Results of the pre test survey suggested that a difference in attitude does exist
between the NWT and the U22 team in relation to the adoption of a light weight puck
into the game of women's hockey. Ninety-two percent of the NWT believed that the
biggest difference between men's and women's hockey is harder shots while only 44% of
the U22 team agreed. Over 84% of the participants in both groups stated that women
cannot shoot the puck with the same velocity as male players, 100% and 88% of the
NWT and U22 team, respectively, suggested strength is the main reason for this

difference. Forty-two percent of the N W T felt it was a S o o d idea" to adopt a lighter
puck into women's hockey while 4% of the U22 team agreed. The majonty of the U22
players believe that women's hockey would be viewed as a "game for the weaker sex" o r
"not real hockey" whereas the majority of the NWT stated a Iighter puck would
"revoIutionize the game" and make it more well played.
Post test survey results suggested that 58% and 4 1% of the NWT and U22 tearn
members, respectively, prefer the lighter pucks to the regulation pucks. About half of the
players from each age group did not have trouble adjusting to the lighter pucks after one
ice session. At least 89% of the participants in each group felt the lighter pucks could be

raised off the ice more easily than the regulation pucks. Ninety-two percent of the NWT
stated that a lighter puck would enhance the development of shooting and passing skills
in women's hockey, only 42 % of the U22 players agreed. The most common problem
with the lighter puck is that the players felt it would be too light and difficult to handle.
In addition, 74% of the U22 team still believed that women's hockey would be viewed as

"a game for the weaker sex" whereas only 25% of the NWî agreed.
Results of the data from the wrist shot filming, hockey ski11 tests and
questionnaire surveys reveal that, for the most part, there is no significant reason to adopt
a light weight puck in women's hockey. However, the major concem with women's
hockey is that the game is played "on the ice" and "in too close to the goalie". The

results do suggest that lighter pucks can be shot with a greater velocity and raised off the

ice more easily- Additionally, goalies had a Iower save percentage with the lighter pucks
than the regulation puck. Faster and higher shots, and more goals would definitely be an
asset to women's hockey, according to the Canadian Hockey Association. The most

negative aspect of the adopting a lighter puck appears to be the way that the sport will be
viewed if a lighter puck is accepted.

Conchsions
Based on the results of the present study, the following conclusions are justifieci:
Puck velocity was not increased when the players executed the wrist shot with lighter
pucks.
Angular displacement and velocity of the stick blade did not differ when lighter pucks

were used,
Hip angular displacement and velocity did not significantly differ with the use of
iighter pucks.
Shoulder angular displacernent and velocity did not significantly differ with the use of
l ighter pucks.

Linear displacement of the center of gravity ofthe player did not significantly differ
with the use of a lighter puck.
Players' performance in the Accuracy Shoot ski11 test did not change when the test
was performed with the lighter pucks.
A change in performance was not evident when the Puckhandling ski11 test was

performed with the lighter pucks.
No evidence of a signiticant change in performance occurred when the participants

performed the Rapid Fire skiIl test.
Results of the Passing ski11 test were significantly slower when the players used the
4.5 oz puck as compared to the other three puck weights to perform the test.

10. Results of the Breakaway skill test did not differ when the test was performed with

pucks of different weights.
1 1. There is a difference in the attitude of players towards the use of a light weight puck

in women's hockey between age groups12.There is not an ovenvhelming majority of players fiom both teams that support the
adoption of a lighter puck into the game of women's hockey.

Recommendations
The following recommendations are made for fùture studies on women's hockey:
Players should Wear tight fitting attire of contrasting colors on their trunk and Iimbs
when filming is performed. Additionally, players should be required to remove their
hockey gloves so that more accurate digitization can be performed on the film data. More detailed studies should be performed on the biomechanics of the wrist shot and
the contribution of foreann pronation to the velocity of the shot. Cornparisons of the
shooting technique of male and female players is also important to detemine if

biomechanicai shooting differences exist between the sexes-

A standardized skill testing manual should be developed to provide players, coaches
and researchers the opportunity to more accurately assess ski11 levels and progress.
Longitudinal studies should be performed on the effects of a light weight puck in
women's hockey to determine if attitudes, skill performances and skill development
are affected when players have more time to practice with the lighter projectile.
Strength data and wrist shot velocities should be compared to investigate the effocts

of strength on puck velocity and which muscles demonstrate the greatest contribution
to shot velocitv.

6. Game statistics in women's hockey leagues should be snalyzed over the course of a
year to detemine i f a light weight puck results in more shots, shots from a greater

distance, higher shots and more goals.
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Personal Consent Fonn

C Z A N A D A

CANADA

Particinant Consent Form
You have volunteered to participate in a study entitled "The effect of the use of
light weight pucks in women's ice hockey ". This research study is fûnded by the
Canadian Hockey Association and is being completed by the Investigator, Jeff Leiter, a
graduate student in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies at the
University of Manitoba,
The only requirements are that you are a healthy female, in accordance with your
pre-season medical, between the age of 18 and 30, and participate on the Canaciian
National Women's Team in the sport o f ice hockey. In addition, you must not have
experienced upper body injuries in the past three years that have kept you out of
cornpetition for more than a week,
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects ofthe use of light weight
hockey pucks on the game of ice hockey. More specifically, the implications of a lighter
puck on the technical and tactical development of players, the speed of the game and
goaltending will be examined by analysis of videotape.
Players will be filmed from the fiont and side view executing a wrist shot with the
light weight and regulation pucks. Five attempts will be taken with each of the 3 light
weight pucks and the regulation puck for the wrist shot. Players wiI1 be randornly
selected to the order in which the pucks will be shot. Players will complete a total of 20
consecutive shots within the testing period.
Your name, age and resdts will be recorded by the Investigators and al1
information and video footage will remain confidentid.
If for any reason you feel it necessary to speak with the Investigator, Jeff Leiter
you can da so by calling (204) 474-6875, o r the Advisor, Dr. Marion Alexander at (204)
474-8642.

,have read the above information and
1,
understand the testing procedure, that there are no additional nsks than those already
assumed by playing hockey, and 1agree to participate at my own risk. 1 acknowledge
that the skills involved are within my capability and 1 can successfully perform these
skills on a regular basis. 1 also understand that 1have the right to withdraw fiom this
study at any time. In case of injury, 1 relieve the University of Manitoba and the
Investigators of any Iiability that may result from my participation in this study.
Signature of Lnvestigator

Date

Signature of Participant

Date

Signature of Witncss

Date

Pilot Study

PILOT STUDY
IMETHODS
Wrist Shot Filming

Subjects
A pilot study was petformed on June 12,2000, at the University of Manitoba, in

the Max Bell Arena. The goals of the pilot study were to detennine if the camera set-up
would provide accurate data for video analysis to investigate the time required to
perform the ski11 tests and to assess the effectiveness of surveys regarding the attitudes of
female hockey players towards the use of a light weight puck in their sport. Seven
subjects were recruited for the pilot study, five of whom played at the University of
Manitoba and competed in the Canadian Interuniversity Athietic Union (CIAU). The
other two subjects have played hockey for at least 3 years at a recreational level. The
characteristics of the subjects are outlined in TabIe B-1.
Table B-1 Subject characteristics
l ~ a b l e1

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subjed 5
Subject 6
Subjed 7

Sex (MIF)
F

M
M
F
M

F
F

Group ( I h )

2
1
2
1
1
2
1

Subject
Data
Age (years)
21

25
24
21
21
20
27

mean

22.7

std. dev.

2.63

Height (cm)
167.5
190
1825
165
1925
167.5
165
175.7
12.2

Weight (kg)
79.5
99-1

85
80
90.9
727
68.2
82.2
10.5

Shoots (UR)
L
L

L
L
R
R
R

Pre-activity warm-up

The warm-up was perfonned to reduce the nsk of injury during testing and to
farniliarize the subjects with the four pucks of dîffierent weights. Subjects were required
to perfonn 10 wrist shots against the boards with each of the four different puck weights,
in order fiom lightest to heaviest puck or the heaviest to the lightest puck depending on
which group the subject was placed in. Prior to the standardized warm-up subjects skated
around the ice stickhandling with the standard puck and shooting on a goalie located at
the opposite end of the ice surface to where the testing was to take place. Although

subjects did stretch, it was not standardized nor recorded.
Filrning technique for the wrist shot

Two cameras were used for video analysis, each filming at 30 Hz or 30 frames per

second and placed perpendicular to one another. The sagittal view of the subject was
filrned using a PANASONIC PV-S770A-K@ model while the fiontal view was recorded
with the PANANSONK PV-4600K@ model. Carnera 1 was placed in a protective

Plexiglas box lined with foam to absorb the shock of an incoming puck. A cernent brick
was placed between the bottom of the box and the goal net at the rear of the box to angle
the camera towards the shooter. This allowed for full view of the body and stick ofthe
player. The protective box was secured to the net with 4 rubber bungee cords. Two of
the cords were hooked together and placed behind the lip of the opening at the top of the
box and attached to the front of the mesh of the top of the net. These cords prevented

posterior translation of the box and eliminated the possibility of it sliding offthe net
towards the boards. The other two cords were hooked together and placed on the antenor

and superior aspect of the box and strapped tightly against the cross bar of the goal net.

The box was placed in the center ofthe top ofthe net and was located 6 metres nom the
placement of the pu& The fiontal view camera was secu~edto a tripod about 4 metres
fiom the location of the puck and perpendicular to the sagittal view camem Each camera

was set at a shutter speed of 1/500 as the lighting in Max Bell Centre did not allow for a
higher shutter speed.
Following camera set-up the cameras were calibrated using a calibration tree fiom
Peak TechnoIogies. The calibration tree was placed diealy over the spot marked on the
ice where the puck was placed to ensure that it enwmpassed the a r a that was to be

occupied by the shooter,
Experimental protocol for wrist shot füming
The pucks were positioned 6 metres fiom the centre of the goal net beîween the
two face-off circles. A fkisbee, 25 cm in diameter was hung, approximately, in the

vertical and horizontal centre of the goal. Lefi handed players shot first to accommodate
for the camera set-up, followed by the nght handed shooters after the fkontai view camera
was placed on the opposite side of the shooting area The calibration tree was placed in

the shooting area before the left handed shooters began their triais and again before the
right handed shooters began testing to calibrate the fiontai view camera. Participants

were instructed to take five wrist shots with each puck and aim the puck towards the
target. If the wrist shot contactai the target it was recorded as a hit and if it missed the
target it was recorded as a miss. The players were instructed to take a slight pause
between shots and perform each shot as they would in a game or practice situation. The

subjects performed the shots in the same order as they did in w&p

with group 1

shooting the 4.5 oz puck first and progressing to the regulation puck last (4.5,5.0,5.5,

and then 6.0 oz). Group 2 performed the tests in the opposite order. M e r each player
took five shots with each of the 4 puck weights for a total of 20 shots, the test was

complete and the player was asked to leave the ice.
Video Anaïysis

Video film analysis was conducted with a video motion analysis system fiom

Peak Performance Technologies (1994). This video analysis system consists of Peak 5
software (version 5.2), a Sanyo GVR-SPSS video cassette recorder (Sanyo, Compton,

California), a Sony Triniaon P V M 1341 color video monitor (Sony Corporation,
Ichinomyia, Japan) an ALR IBM compatible personal computer (ALRTechnologies,
California), a NEC MultiSync 2A computer monitor (NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), a
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet series II printer and a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet senes II pnnter
and a Hewlett-Packard 7475A plotter pnnter (Hewkett-Packard Company, San Diego,
Califomia).
A spatial model, or computer representation of a hockey player was created to

define 14 segment model of the human body and a 1 segment model of a hockey stick-

The spatial model consisted of 25 points including points for the butt, heel and blade of

the hockey stick as well as the center of the puck For each fiame of video film, 25
points on the body and stick were digitized to mark the landmarks of the shooter that

define the computerized spatial model. The centre of rnass of the spatial model was also
calculated by the computer soft ware and labeled as point 26. Digitization began
approximately one fiame before initial movement towards the net and was completed
near the end of the player's follow through. Although oniy calculations for the stick and

puck were calculated in 3 4 a 25 point model was set-up to ensure that digitized points

could be located throughout the skill by at least one of the cameras. The camera
configuration worked very well and al1 points d

d be seen by at least one camera at al1

times during the skill- The center of mas, @oint 26) was also calculated as the
displacement of the center ofp v i t y is a variable that may be included in the fimire
One of the five shots for each ofthe pucks was selected for digitization and

analysis based on accuracy (how close the puck was to the target) and the velocity o f the
shot. The velocity of the shot was estimated using fhme by fiame analysis on a VCR

This process consisted ofplacing an overhead transparency on the TV monitor and
marking the puck on the transparency in two consecutive fiames- The distance traveted
by the puck on the screen was multiplied by the conversion factor to determine the actual

linear disptacement ofthe puck The Iinear displacement was then divided by the time

between video fiames to obtain the linear velocity of the puckThe fastest shot of each puck weighî, as calculated by the manual method, was
then calculated using the Peak Performance Video Analysis System. In addition, the
angular displacement and angular velocity of the stick blade was calculated to estimate
the amount of pronation of the foream ofthe bottom hand on the hockey stick, during
the wrist shot. The angle of the stick blade was calculated by connecting the toe of the

blade to the heel of the stick and using the heel of the stick as the origin of the x axis.
The minimum and maximum angles of the stick blade were calculated to determine the

angular displacement of the blade of the stick
Statistical analysis
A repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the

results of the wrist shot variables. The results for puck velocity, angular displacement

and angular velocity of the stick blade were compared between puck 4 B,C,and D for

each individual. The subjects were placed in 2 groups dunng testing but due to the low
number of subjects in the study, group cornparisons were not calculated as the power of
the test would be too low.

Hockey Skill Tests
Subjects

The hockey ski11 test was pefiormed on Saturday, July 22*, 2000 at the
University of Manitoba in the Max Bell Centre. Subjects for the hockey ski11tests were

four female hockey players fiom the University ofManitoba Women's Hockey team and
one player fkom the Winnipeg High School Hockey League. Four ofthe participants
were regular players while the other participant was a goalie. The characteristics for the
subjects are outlined in Table B-2. Players were required to fil1 out a personal consent

form prior to the testing session as well as a pre-test survey. Players were included on the
basis that they were a healthy female in accordance with their pre-season medical and had

not expenenced an injury in the past three years that kept them out of competition for
more than one week.

Table B-2 Subject characteristics

Subject
Data

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5

Sex (MF)
F
F
F
F
F

Group (ln)
2
2
1
i
goalie

Age (years)

22
18
21
21
20

Height (cm)
1625

165
170
167.5
167.5

Weight (kg)
61-4
54-5
72.7

Shoots (UR)
L
L
L

79.5
727

L
L

mean
std, dev,

Pre-activity warm-up
Warm-up was implemented to reduce the nsk of injury dunng the testing period

and to familiarize the subjects with the four pucks of difEerent weight. The warm-up was
10 minutes in duration and subjects had 2 % minutes with each of the four pucks. Dunng

the 2 M minutes with each of the pucks the subjects could shoot, pas, or stickhandle the

puck, the main objective was to let the subjects get accustomed to the lighter pucks.
Players were placed into 2 groups, group 1 perîormed the warm-up with the lightest puck
fxst and progressed to the regdation puck (4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 oz) while group 2

performed the warm-up in the opposite order. Players did stretch, however it was not

standardized nor recorded.
Experimental protocol
Subjects were randody selected into two groups although the number of

participants in each group was so small, data was not compared between group. Both
groups were required to pesfonn the ski11 tests in the sarne order as they did in the wann-

The first ski11 test that the subjects performed was the Accuracy Shoot- A circle
was spray painted on the ice 6 metres from the centre of the goal. Four targets, 38 cm in
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diameter were placed in the conws of the net, suspended by nylon straps to the cross bar

and secured to a nylon strap that ran fkom one post to the other near the bottom of the net.

The straps prevented excessive movement of the targets &er the targets were contacted
by a puck, allowing the player to continue without delay. Players were given eight pucks

and the goal was to contact each ofthe four targets in as few shots as possible. Ifthe four

targets were hit with less than eight shots the player was not required to shoot the
rernaining pucks. Subsequently, if the player did not hit al1 four targets with the eight
pucks, the test is stopped and the score of the player is recorded as the number of hitdthe
number of shots. Group 1 and 2 performed the tests in the same order as they did in
warm-up. Each subject completed one trial before the next player shot, the players
continued the test untii four trials, one with each of the four pucks were completed.
The second ski11test the players pedormed was the hickhandling ski11 test. Six

cones were placed in a straight line 6 metres apart. Players began the test in the
stadfinish gate located 6 metres from the first cone. Forward movement of the player
started the stopwatch and the player weaved through the cones. When the player arrived

at the last cone, she was required to round it and continue through the cones to the
startlfinishgate. The dock was stopped when the first body part, not the stick, of the

individual entered the gate. Ifthe player lost the puck d u ~ the
g course of the test, she
was required to retneve the puck and enter the course where the puck was lost, the time
continued to run until the player completed the course. Group 1and 2 perfonned the
tests in the same order as the warm-up. Each player pefiormed the test with one puck,
followed by the next subject in order to give the players time to rest between trials and

eliminate or decrease the effects of fatigue as a variable for the time to perform the test

The third test performed was the Rapid Fire skill test, Five pucks were placed at
designated locations (indicated by spray paint on the ice) 6-7 metres fiom the goal line.
Players were required to shoot the pucks within 10 seconds or the test would have to be
repeated, this time limit was not a factor as most of the players shot the 5 pucks within 78 seconds. The goalie was required to have her skates in the goal crease at al1 times

during the test- If the goaltender left the crease, the test was stopped and perforrned
again. The time required by the players to shoot aU 5 pucks was not recorded, shots were

scored as either a goal (g), a save (s), or a miss (m). After player 1 completed the first
trial, the other players shoot in order until player 1 is up again. A shot that misses the net
or contacts the goal post was considered a miss and not a Save by the goaltender.
The Breakaway skill test was the fourth skill test in the battery of skill tests.

Three pucks were placed on the blue line and the player made three consecutive attempts

to score on the goalie. The goalie was required to stand on the goal line until the player
contacted the first puck and had to retum to the goal line after each shot and remain on
the goaI line untiI the next puck was touched. Players were not allowed to score on

rebounds and had to move continuously in the forward direction until the shot was taken.
The attempt was recorded as either a goal or a save by the goaltender. Contrary to the
Accuracy Shoot, if a player missed the net, it was considered a Save by the goalie because
many times a player will miss the net as a result of the goalie's actions. For example, the
goalie may slide to one side of the goal and force the player to shoot fiom a bad angle,
this is characteristic of a highly skilled goalie and the goaltender should be awarded a

save for this skilled movement. in the Rapid Fire test the godie must stay in the craise

and the player must shoot ftom set locations. When the player misses the net it is not a

result of the goaltender's actions, d e r an inaccurate shot by the piayer, and the goalie
should not be credited with a save. Each player perforrned one triai with the designateci
weight and then rested until the other players had completed their fist trial.
Passing and Receiving was the fifth test perfonned. The player was positioned 6
metres ftom the instructor and was rquùed to remain within the 2 diameter passing
circle. This circle was marked on the ice with paint and ifthe player left the cucle during

the test, the test was stopped and the stopwatch was reset. The player was required to
give and receive ten passes as quickly as possible. The stopwatch began when the player
released the first pass and was stopped when the player reccived the tenth pas. If the
puck was rnishandled or a poor p a s was made by the instnactor (misses the player's

stick) the test was stopped, the clock was reset, and the player began again. If the puck
was mishandled by the player or the player missed the instructor's stick, the puck was

retrieved and the time continued to run until the player completed the test. The time
required to complete ten passes was recordeci at the end of the trial. Contrary to previous
tests each subject performed two trials with each puck before the next person perfonned
the skill. The Passing and Receiving test also t w k longer than anticipated and the

protocol will be changed for the final testing. Each player will only make five passes
with each of the puck weights, consecutively. M e r each player has performed one trial
with each puck they will be required to pedorm a second trial. A oecond trial is required
for this test as the results of the tests are also dependent on the skill of the Instructor and
one poor trial would produce inamrate results if the player did not receive another

attempt.

Statistical analysis
A repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the
results of the five skill tests. The results for each of the skill tests were compared
between puck 4 B, C, and D for each individual. The subjects were placed in 2 groups

dunng testing but due to the low N in the study, group cornparisons were not calculated.

SURVEYS
The participants were also required to cornplete a survey at the beginning and end

of each ice session. The surveys were designed to assess the attitudes of the players
towards the use of a light weight puck in women's hockey before and after the subjects
had expenmented with the new projectiles. Subjeds for the pre-test sunrey included
participants fiom the Western Shield Hockey Charnpionships in Winnipeg, Manitoba
from April7-9,2000. A total of 76 participants completed the pre-test survey.

The post test survey included the subjects nom the hockey skill test and the
players completed the survey after the battery of ski11 tests were completed. Although the

number of subjects (N=S) was very low it was interesting to assess the change in attitudes

of the players d e r they had experimented with the lighter puck

RESULTS FOR TEE WRTST SHOT
Since the number of subjects was very low in the study, it was not possible to

make cornparisons between gmups. The first variable calculated was puck velocity and
the fastest recorded velocity was 28 d s or 63 mph, consistent with the -st

shot velocity

of a highly skilled hockey player (Table B-3). There was a large variability in the data as
some subjects demonstrated a decrease in peak puck velocity when using a heavier puck
while others recorded a higher velocity with a heavia puck. It should be noted that the

most skilled shooters in the group were the most consistent shooters in terms ofvelocity

and were the subjects that demonstrated a very slight increase in velocity with decreased
puck weight .

Table B-3 Puck VeIocity

Puck
Velocities
puck release
Subject1,PuckA

Sex Group (fiame#)
f
2
28

puck
velocitv

m/s

a

B-A, C-ü,
D-C
rn/s

GA

D-A

m/s

mls

20-1

Subject 2, Puck A
28

Subject 3, Puck A
3B
3C
3D
Subject 5, Puck A
SB
SC
5D
Subject 6, PuckA
68
6C
6D

subjed 7, Puck A

78

mean
standard deviation

The results of stick blade angular displacements and velocities, shown in Table B4, were inconsistent and demonstrated a large variability for each player. However, the

arnount of stick blade displacement rangeci &om 22.5 to LI3-5 degrees which is

consistent with a highly skilled shooter depending on the height of the shot taken. For

example, if a player attempts to raise the puck the blade of the stick must be rotated
posteriorly to direct the puck to the upper portion of the net. During the follow through
the blade is rotated antenorly in a rapid movement, therefore, angular displacement ofthe
stick would be greater than a low shot. It was interesting to note that the maximum
angular velocity of the stick blade ocaimeci within one to two fiames after puck release
suggesting that the subjects are achieving peak angular velocity of the stick blade at the

correct instant during the wrist shot- As the puck is released and the weight of the puck is
removed fiom the stick blade, the angular velocity of the stick reaches its peak velocity
indicating that the blade of the stick was rotating at a very high velocity just prior to
release. (Table B4).

RESULTS OF TEE HOCKEY SKILL TESTS
With only five players competing in the skill tests it was not possible to obtain
significant results. In addition, the players only performed each ski11test once instead of
twice as time became a limiting factor- The ski11 tests did provide the investigator and
the players an opportunity to evaluate how a light weight puck Hected certain skills.
The skill test also provided useful insight into the characteristics of the pucks ( amount of

bounce, amount of flutter, whether the puck was dense enough to sustain high velocity
impacts without deforming) which must be considered when selecting an appropriate
weight for each age level. Since the number of subjects was so small, results of the ski11

tests were only compared within the individual not between individuals a s the power of
the test would be too low
Although the data for the characteristics of the pucks was not recorded it was
evident that the 4.5 oz puck did fiutter and bounce more during the passing and shooting
ski11 tests. The 4.5 oz puck also defonned when it contaded the goal post at a high

velocity. These are twt, characteristicsthat must be taken into account when selecting a
new puck weight,

Table B-4 Stick blade displacements and velocities
Stick Blade Displacements and
Velocities
puck
max
release
angle
Sex Group (Rame #) (deg)

max

min. ang,

min.

(de91

ang.
(-me

angle

m m e #)

ang.
disp.
(deg.)

ang. vel, (-)
degis (frame #)

#)

Subject 1, Puck A

f

2

28

171-6

27

88-7

33

829

Subject 2, Puck A
28
2C

2D
Subject 3, Puck A
38
3C
3D

Subject 6, PuckA
66

6C
60
subject 7, Puck A
78
7C
7D
mean
standard deviation

The f i t ski11 test, the Accuracy Shoot, suggested that the players were Iess
accurate with the lighter pucks fiable B-5). in particular, the 4.5 oz puck (44%). The
players were most accurate with the 5.5 oz (54%). dightly higher than the regulation

1325.31 (30)

It was interesting to note that the playea hit each of the 4 targets in dl but 4

p-uck(53%).

trials, with the majority of the players demonstrating s shooting percentage of 50% for

most ofthe trials,
TabIe B-5 Accuracy Shoot

Player 1
2
3
4
Total

Accuracy Shoot
hitslshots
4.5 Shooting 5.0 Shooting 5.5 Shooting 6.0 Shooting %
oz %
oz ?4
oz Oh
oz
4/8
50
3/8
38
418
50
418
50
4/8
50
415
80
4/4
100
416
67
4/8
50
67
418
50
418
50
416
38
418
2l8
25
318
38
50
318
14/32
44
15129
52
14/26
54
16130
53

The second test performed was the Puckhandling test, it was difficult to observe a
pattern in this data as each subject only performed one trial with each of the light weight
pucks. The results of the group did suggest that the time to stickhandle through the

course was slightly lower with the 6.0 oz puck (14.66) than with the other three puck
weights (Table B-5).

Table B-5

Puckhandling
(seconds)

mean
std. dev.

2 14.65
3 14.94
4 14.47
14.80
0.29

18-72
14.91
14-15
15.63
1.54

15.19
14.91
14-34
14-82
0.24

14.41
14.97
14.53
14.66
0.19

As stated eariier, it is dimcult to suggest a consistent pattern within this data but is

interesting to note that the trials were vety similar within each subject and between
subjects. The fact that some of the times decreased f?om the triai with the fint puck

weight to the trial with the last puck weight for each group suggests that the rest interval

between trials was significant enough for rewvery ofthe energy systems required for that
test

Following the Puckhandling drill the players moved on to the Rapid Fire test
The results suggest that more goals were scored with the 4.5 oz puck with the other three
weights (Table B-6).

Table B-6
Rapid Fire
(goal =g, Save =s,
miss=m)

Total

11

saves
Total goals
Total

6

3
20

20

10

16

3

3

4

7

2
2

20

20

13

misses

In regards to the goalie, the goalie made 16 saves with the regulation puck and

only 11 with the 4.5 oz puck. The players rnissed the net the least often with the
regulation puck (2) and the most offen with the 5.0 oz puck The data suggests that
players may be slightly more accurate with the replation puck in ternis of hitting the net
but are more prolific at swring with the 4.5 oz puck h addition, it is suggested that the

goalie made more saves with the regulation puck which may indicate the players c a ~ o t
shoot this puck with the same velocity as the 4.5 oz puck Therefore, the goalie is able to

move quickly enough to stop the pu&

The players proceeded to the Breakaway skill test after the Rapid fire station. The
results of this test suggest that the female hockey players were able to score more goals
with the 4.5 oz puck (Table BI).

Table B-7
Breakaway
(goal =g, Save or miss =s)

In fact, the players scored 50% more goals with the 4.5 oz puck than they did with any

other pu& Conversely, the goaiie made only 6 of 12 saves with the 4.5 oz puck
suggesting that this puck is more dificult to stop than the other three pucks. These
results support the results of the Rapid Fire test in that the 4.5 oz puck was the easiest
puck for the players to score with and the most difficult for the goalies to stop.
The data fiom the Passing and Receiving ski11 test was very unreliable as the time
of the player was dependent on the consistency of the Instructor. During the course of
the testing, the Instmctor became fatigued and it was quite evident that the time of the

players decreased because of this. The passes also become more inaccurate and it was
very difficult to obtain meaningfiil results. However, it did give the players a good feel

for the puck and was the first indication that the 4.5 oz puck bounced too much. For this

reason, it may not be valuable for quantitative data but wuld provide a very useful
qualitative assessrnent ofhow the players feel about the pucks.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEYS

The pre-test s w e y suggested that the rnajority of the females believe that they do
not shoot and pass with the same velocity as their male counterparts. Forty-seven percent
feel that the greater strengh of the male players is the main
of the females i n t e ~ e w e d
reason for this difference. The female players also felt that males can raise the puck with

a greater velocity than females due to the difference in strength between males and
females. However, despite this difference only 9?4of respondents believe it is a good
idea to adopt a Iight weight projectile where as 57% of the women tested believe it is a
bad idea, 26% feel it is worch a try- Surprisingiy enough, 70% would be willing to

experiment with the lighter puck in practice and 64% would try it in a game.
The biggest issue appears to be the image of women's hockey and how it would
be perceived ifthe lighter puck was adopted. The positive result of the survey is that
70% of the fernales are willing to practice and experiment with the lighter puck

The results from the post-test survey are very vaiuable as the attitudes of the
players after expenmenting with the lighter projectile are revealed. Each of the 5
subjects stated that they did not prefer to use the light weight pucks d e r trying the new
objects, 4 out o f 5 players made the same statement before stepping on the ice- Eighty
percent of the players indicated it was difficult to get used to the new pucks and that they
did not want to experiment with the pucks in a game. The players prefemed the 5.5 oz
puck if they had to rewrnmend a light weight puck for women's hockey.

nie results ofthis survey indicate that the women's attitudes have not changed
after the light weight pucks were experienced. In fa@ there are indications that the
attitudes are slightiy more negative towards the use of a light weight puck in women's
hockey. The goalie did indicate that the 4.5 oz puck was more dificult to stop as the
players could raise the puck more quickly.

DISCUSSION
The results of this pilot study suggest that differences in ski11 performance with a
light weight puck are minimal. There is a large variability in the data within and bebveen
subjects. However, the study indicates that the more sküled players are more consistent

in their ski11 performance and demonstrate a greater difference in ski11 performance
between puck weights-

The camera set-up for the wrist shot worked very well as it provided accurate data
for video analysis. The sagittal view camera was protected fkom the impact of the puck
which was a major concern during filming.

The hockey skill test protocml will have to be modified as the time to complete the
tests was greater than anticipated. Due to the cost of ice rentai, the skill test will have to

be modified to accommodate the time restrictions placed on the investigator. More
subjects are needed for the skill tests as the tests suggested certain trends in the data but
no signif~cantdifferences were evident. Of course, the effect of the light weight puck. on
a goalie's performance is important to this study and will influence the recommendations
of this report.
The surveys provided very usefil information on the attitudes of female hockey

players towards the use o f a light weight puck before and after the puck had been
experimented with. Data suggests that a major concem of most female hockey players is
how the game will be perceived if a lighter puck is adopted.

Persona1 Consent Form for Skill Tests

CANADA

CANADA

Partichant Consent Form
You have volunteered to participate in a study entitied "The efEect of the use of light
weight pucks in women's ice hockey ", This research study is fûnded by the Canadian Hockey
Association and is being completed by the Investigator, JiSLeiter, a graduate student in the
Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies at the University of Manitoba.
The o d y requirements are thaÉ you are a healthy femaïe, in accordance to your preseason medical, under the age of 22, and are paxticipating at the Canaâian National Under 22
Women's camp on August 15,2000, In addition, you must not have expenenced any injuries in
the past three years that have kept you out of cornpetition for more than a week.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of the use of light weight
hockey pucks on the game of ice hockey, More specificaily, the implications of a lighter puck on
the technical and tactical development of players, the speed of the game and goaltending wili be
examined by a battery of ski11tests,
Players will perform a baîtery o f 5 hockey skill tests that include puckhandling,
hand accuracy shooting- Players will rotate through the
breakaway, passingheceiving, rapid f
ski11tests, performing each test with the different pucks in the order determined before testingDuring each set of the tests, the player will execute one repetition ofthe test with 4 pucks of
different weights (4.5,5.0,5.5 and 6.0 oz). Participants will be ouffitted in the same equipment
wom in a game or pece
situation,
You will also be required to fil1out a survey before and after the on-ice session.
Your name, age and results will be recorded by the Investigators and al1 information and skill test
resuIts will remain confidentid.
If for any reason you feel it necessaxy to speak with the Investigator, Jeff Leiter you can
do so by caIIing (204) 474-6875, or the Advisor, Dr. Marion Alexander at (204) 474-8642.
,bave read the above information and understand the
1,
testing procedure, that there are no additional risks tban those a i r d y assumed by playing
hockey, and I agree to participate at my own ri&, 1acknowledge tbat the s k i b involved are
within my capability and I can successfully perform these skills on a regular b i s . 1also
understand tbat 1have the right to withdraw fiom this study at any tirne, In case of injury, 1
relieve the University of Manitoba and the Investigators of any Iiability that may result fiom my
participation in this study,
Signature of Investigator

Daîc

Signature of Participant

Date

Signature of Witness

Date

Pre-test Survey

Light Weight Puck Suwey
Please answer the following questions about your hockey experience and the use ofthe
lightweight puck:
1. How many seasons have you competed in women's cornpetitive hockey?
1 year C 2 years O 3years O 4 years O Syears Cl 6 years other

2. Prior to playing women's hockey, did you play hockey on a men's team?O yes

no

If so how many seasons?
D 1 year 0 2 years O 3 years O 4 years O 5 years 0 6 years other
3. What is the highest age level of women's hockey that you have played?
pee wee O atom
novice O initiation
bantam
rnidget
O university
senior
4. What is the highest level of women's hockey that you have played?

OAAA OAA O A O B OCTAU ONCAA
O other
5. What is the highest level of championship that you have participated in?
O provincial O national O international O other

6 . How many seasons were played at this level?
0 1year 0 2 years O 3 years R 4 years O 5 years O 6 years other

7. Based on your experience, as a player or spectator, what is the most significant
difference between men's and women's hockey? (excluding body contact)
O faster skating O better passing O harder shots O more accurate shots
O better offense O better defense O better goaitending
other
8; When comparing male to female hockey players, do you thing the majority of females
shoot and pass with the same velocity as males? O yes O no

Ifso, what are the reasons?
O males stronger O males play more O males skate faster O males more
coordinated O males practice more O males more lessons
O other

9. Do you feel that females can raise the puck with the sarne velocity and accuracy as

male players? U yes [Il no
If no, what are the reasons?
males stronger O males play more iI males skate faster O males more
coordinated O males praaice more O males more lessons O other
10. Several other female sports have adopted a lighter projectile to enhance the game or
improve performances (women's basketball, the shot put etc.)- How would you feel

about adopting a lighter puck in women's hockey?
O good idea O bad idea O woah a üy O don't can
O other
Il. Would you be willing to experiment with a lighter puck in practice? O yes O no
If no, why not?
12. Would you be willing to experiment with a lighter puck in a game?

yes O no

Ifno, why not?
13. Do you feel a lighter puck would enhance the development of shooting and passing
skills in women's hockey? O yes O no

Explain your answer.
14. What do you feel would be the advantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey?
O faster game O faster shots 0 faster skating
faster passes O higher shots
O faster goalies O easier to handle
O other

15. What do you feel would be the disadvantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey?
O game to easy O shots too fast for goalies O shots too high for goalies
O too iight, dificult to handle
other
16.How do you feel women's hockey would be viewed if lighter pucks were used? State
any additional cornments or concems you may have on the use of light weight pucks
in women's hockey.
0 game too easy O game for weaker sex
not real hockey
other
17. State any additional cornments and concems you may have on the use of light weight

pucks in women's hockey.

POST-TEST SITRVEY
1. Did you think that you would enjoy playing with the lighter pucks before this ice

session?
0 yes
Explain your answer.

O no

2. Do you prefer the lighter pucks now?
Explain your answer?

0 yes

3. Did it take a long time to adjust to the lighter pucko?
Explain your answer?

O no

O yes

4. Would you be willing to experiment with a lighter puck in a game?

O no

C
l no

Ci yes

If no, why not?

S. The lighter pucks were easier to stick handle than the regulation puck.

O strongly disagree 0 disagree
O agree

0 slightly agree

slightly disagree

no difference

0 strongIy agree

6. The lighter pucks could be shat with a greater velocity than the regulation puck.

Cl strongly disagree O disagree
slightly agree
O agree

O slightly disagree
O strongIy agree

no difference

7. The lighter pucks could be raiseci offthe ice more easily than the regulation puck
Cl stmngly disagree O disagree
O slightly disagree
[3 no difference
slightly agree
O agree
O strongly agree
8. Shots with the lighter pucks were more accurate than Mththe regulation puck

O strongly disagree O disagree
slightly agree

agree

O slightly disagree
O strong1y agree

O no difference

9. The lighter pucks could be released more quickly than the regulation puck

O strongly disagree O disagree
0 agree

O slightly agree

O slightly disagree
O strongly agree

D no difference

10. The lighter pucks could be passed with a p a t e r velocity than the regulation puck
O strongly disagree O disagree
O slightly disagree
no difference
O slightly agree
O agree
O strongty agree

11. Passes with the lighter pucks were more accurate than the regulation puck

O strongly disagree O disagree
slightly agree
O agree

slightly disagree
O strongly agree

O no difference

12. The lighter pucks couid be received more easily than the heavier pucks.
O strongly disagree 0 disagree
O slightly disagree
O no difference

Cl slightly agree

O strongly agree

O agree

13. Breakaways were easier to perform with the lighter pucks than the heavier pucks.

O strongly disagree I3 disagree
O slightly agree
O agree

O slightly disagree
0hongly agree

O no difference

14. Did you feeI there was a dEerence in feel between the light weight pucks and the
regulation puck O yes O no If yes, which of the light weight pucks do you think made
the greatest ciifference with respect to the feel of the puck while playing?
0 4.5 oz puck
0 5.0 oz puck
O 5.5 oz puck

15. Do you feel a lighter puck would enhance the development of shooting and passing
skills in women's hockey? O yes O no
ExpIain your answer.
16. What do you feel would be the advantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey?

O faster game O faster shots O faster skating O faster passes O higher shots

a

faster goalies O easier to handle
Cl other

17. What do you feel would be the disadvantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey?
game too easy O shots too fast for goalies
shots too high for goalies

too light, diEcult to handle
'D other
18. If you were to recornrnend a lighter puck, which would you prefer?
O 4.5 oz puck
5.0 oz puck O 5.5 oz puck

19. How do you feel women's hockey would be viewed if lighter pucks were used?
State any additional comments or concems you may have on the use of light weight

pucks in women's hockeyO game too easy O game for weaker sex O not r d hockey O games is m e r
and more well played O enhanws women's game 0 revolution of women's hockey
20. State any additional comments and concerns you may have on the use of light weight

pucks in women's hockey.
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Individual Data for Wrïst Shot Variables

PUCK VELOClTiES
4.5 o z puck
X (Ws) Y (rn/s) Z (mls) R (mls)
nat la4 17.22
4
19.21
nat2a2
nat3a4
nat4a4
nat5a4
nat6a4
nat7al
nat8a5
nat9a4
natlOa5
natl 1a l
natl2a4
itd. dev.

6.587

5.158

5.5 oz puck
X (Ws) Y (mis) Z (Ws)
natlc 17-32
-7.769
nat2cS 16.85
-8.54
nat3c5 18.39
-9.92
nat4cS 19.62
-9.69
nat5c2 20.28
-7.41
nat6c2 20.35
-7-73
nat7cl 18.15
-8-55
nat8c3 19.32
-7.77
nat9c3 8.06
-17.38
natlOc5 6.01
-17.96
natl1c4 6.63
-16.82
nat12c2 4.94
-13.4
nean
14.66
-11.O82
td. dev. 5.955
4-137

1,261

nat4b3
natSM
nat6b4
nat7bZ
nat8bl
nat9b3
nat10b4
natl 1W
nat12M

20.37
19.06
20.89
1822
19.87
8.249
5.97
5.9
6.38
14.862
6.1 97

6.0 oz puck

R (mis)
18.99
18.64
21.01
21.88
21.54
21.77
20.14
20.97
19.36
19.07
18.43
14.39
19.683
2-087

PU&
release

STICK BUDE ANGULAR
DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITV AND TlME
4.5 oz puck
Difference
Min angle Converted Max angle Converteci m u ang.

-

Differenc
8

frame # Time (degrees)
(s)
0.53 108,971
natla4 32
na1202 30
0.50 103.814
0.45 177.448
nat3a4 27
0.52 175,573
nat484 31
0.37 177.218
natSa4 22
naMa4 24
0.40 178,388
nat7a1 21
0.35 177.333
nat8a5 21
0.35 104.43
natOa4 20
0.33
15.437
natlOa5 16
0,27
0,739
natllal 22
0.37
2.073

hbject

Std. Dev

77,597

angles

(dsgrees)

angles

min ang. Frame # Tirne (5)

(time)

Max AV Frame # Time (s)

108,97
103.81
177.45
175.57
177.22
l78,40
177.33
104.4
164.56
170,26
177.93

46.718
38.493
83.598
109,043
71.333
78.829
69.722
31,527
76.996
66.101

46.718
38.493
83.598
109.943
71.333
78.828
69.722
31.527
103.004
113,899
113.647

-60,253
-65.321
-93,851
-65.63
-105.885
-00.569
-107.811
-72,916
41,559
-05,362
-64.28

0.03
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.07
0.07
0107
0.03
0.05
0.00

-1511.84
-1598.14
-2111188
-1421.31
-2080.15
-2216.73
-2077.85
-1612.1

68.353
21.673

20,180

34
31
30
34
22
28
25
25
22
19
22

OS7
0.52
0.50
0.57
0.37
0.47
0.42
0b42
0b37
0.32
0.37

-437.21
-383.39
-436.63

722.419

32
30
27
31
23
25
22
23
18
14
18

0.53
0150
0.45
0.52
0.38
0.42
0.37
0.38
0.30
0.23
0.30

STICK BIADE ANGULAR
DISPLACEMENT, VELOCIW AND TlME
5.0 oz puck
Puck
release

ilifference
Min angle Converted Max angle Converted max ang,

-

Differenc
8

àubject

frame # Time (dearees)

angles

(degrses)

angles

min ang. Frame # Time (s)

(tirne)

Max AV Frame # Time (s)

0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.05
-0.32

-2111.78

47

0.78

-2431.53

29

0.48

(s)
natlb4 47
0.78 179.129 179.129
nat2b3 28
0.48 178.338 178.338
nat3b3 34
0.57 178.012 178.012
nat4b3 58
0.87 175.2û4 175.204
nat5M 13
0.22 172.284 172.284
nat6M 26
0.43 178.435 178,435
nat7b2 21
0.35
178.138 178,139
nat8bl 24
0.40 107.939 107,939
natQb3 24
0.40
17.444 162,556
natiOb4 21
0.35
0.46
179.54
n a i i i M 33
0.55
1.238
178,762
nat12b4 19
0.32
2,648
177.352
Mean
114.106 170,474
Std. Dev,
82.711
20.255
Note, Blank cells indicate lost or damaged data.

99.306
2A7
73.627
85.836
66.439
97,312
83.759
26.478
85,512
73,434
63.272

99.308
-79.823
78.346 -175.3657
73.627 -104,385
85.836
-89.368
66.439 -105.845
97.312
-81.123
83.759
-94.38
26.478
-81.461
84,488
-88,068
106,566 -72.874
116.728 -62.034

68,804
28.567

84,444
24.207

-92.257
30.850

49

32
37
61
13
29
24
26
25
23
36

0.82
0.53
0.62
1.02
0.22
0.48
0.40
0.43
0.42
0.38
0.60
0.00

-2495.8
34
-2138.72
58
-2371.69
13
-2041.81
27
-1838.9
22
-1966.06
24
-595.02
22
-435.75
19
-633.47
32
-353.59
18
-1626.177 28.750
849,093 12.800

0.57

0.87
0.22
0.45
0.37
0.40
0.37
0.32
0.53
0.30

Puck
release
Subjed frame #
natlcl

51

STICK MADE ANGULAR
DISPLACEMENT, VELOCllY AND TlME
5.5 oz puck
DMerence
Min angle Conveded Max angle Converteâ max ang.
DMerence
Time (s) (degrees) angles (degrees) angles min ang. Frame # Time (s) (tirne) Max AV Frame # Time (s)

-

0.85

108,871

108.971

46.718

46.718

40.253

54

0.90

0.05 -1023.23

52

0.87

PU&
release
Subject frame #

Time (s)

STICK BLAOE ANGUUR
DISPUCEMENT. VELOCllY AND TIME
6.002 PU&
Difference
Min angle Converted Max angle Converted max ang.
(degrees) angles
(degrees) angles
min ang. Frame # Time

-

Difference
(time) Max AV Frame # Time (s)

(s)
natld2
11032
110.32
29
0.48
naüd5
28
0.48
175.859 175.859
nat3d4
38
0.63
179.407 179.407
nat4d3
35
0.58
174,537 174,537
20
033
l77.81Q 171,918
natM4
naM2
20
0b33 175,605 175.605
nat7d2
22
0.37
177.745 177,745
nat8d3
20
0.43
107.135 107,135
natedl
21
0,35
15.437 164.563
177.415
natiûd3
24
0.40
2.585
natlld3
20
0.33
0,858
178.042
nat12d3
18
0.30
1.133
178.867
Mean
108,220 161.868
Std. Dev,
80.351
26,526
Jotea,Blank cells indicate lost or damaged data.

41,048
56.54
73.103
84,839
78.552
82,118
117.734
26,664
76.886
69.775
67.923
42,027
68.943
24,945

41,048 -69,272
56.51 -118.319
73.103 -106.304
04.839 -78,698
78.552
-99.367
82.118 -83.487
117.734 -60.011
26,064
-80.471
103.004 -61.559
110.225 -67.19
112.077 -66.865
137,973 -40.894
06.156 -78.711
33.013
22.347

32
33
41
39
20
24
25
26

17
26
22
20

0.53
0.55
0.68
0,65
0.33
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.28
0.43
0.37
0.33

0.05
0.07
0.05
0.07
0.00
0.07
0.05
0.00
-0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03

-1284.16
-2888.25
-2595.63
-2000.22
-2007.08
-2355,17
-853.66
-1049.69
-468.76
-468.08

-576.51
-410.37
-1471.96
898.848

30
28
38
36
21
21
26
19
23
19
17

0.50
0.48
0.63
OB0

0.35
0.35
0.00
0.43
0.32
0.38
0.32
0.28

LINEAR DISPLACEMENT

OFCOFG

4.5 oz puck (meters)

Subject X(min)
nat la4 -0.583
na1202
nataal
nat4a4
natSa4
net 6 M
nat7a1
nat8a5
natQa4
nat10a5
natl1a1
natl2a4
Mean
Std. Dev

-1.059
-0,717
-1.249
-1.tOQ
-1.517
-0,865

6.219
0.264
-0.257
0.19
-0,647
0.585

X(max)

Difference Y(rnin)

Y(max)

Diierence Z(rnin)

Z(max)

DMerence R(min)

R(max)

-0,023
-0,715
-0.378
-0.698
-0.667

0.58
0,344
0,339
0,551
0.442

2,104
2.082
1.729
2,257
1.727

1.978
2.17
1.665
2.165
1.612

-0,126
0,088
-0,064
-0.092
-0.115

-0.475
-0,309
-0.399
-0,269
-0.317

-0.58
-0.389
-0.521
-0.391
-0.417

-0.105
-0.08
-0.122
-0.122
-0.1

2.242
2,389
1.915
2.604
2.802

2.050
2,291
1.785
2.308
1.801

-1.777
-0,266
-0.074
0,304
-0.07
0.339
-0,366
0.597

-0.26
0.599
0,145
0.04
0.187
0.149
0.281
0,261

2.088
2.293
0.717
0.715
0.662
0,888
1.547
0.702

2.124
2,091
0,682
0.759
0,708
0.644
1.508

0.058
-0.202
-0,035
0.044
0.046
-0,024
-0,038
0.081

-0.254
-0.378
0.415
0.655
0.827
0.395
-0.010

-0,325
-0,455
-0,051
0.317
0.503
0.039
-0.207
0.359

-0.071
-0.077
-0,466
-0.338
-0.324
-0.356
-0,197
0.143

2.576
2.481
0.856
1.008
1.097
0.788
1.888
0.787

2.417
2.156
0.7
0.876
0.872
0.710
1.638
0.701

0.668

0.480

Difbrence
-0.183
6.088
4.13
6.286
-4.001
-0.128
-0.325

-0.156
-0.132
-0.225
-0.08
-0.250
0.261

LINEAR DISPLACEMENT OF

C OF0

X(min)
jubject
nat la4 -0.845
nat2a2
nat3a4
nat4a4
nat5a4
nat 6b4
nat7al
nat8aS
natOa4
natIOa5
natll a l

5.0 oz puck (meters)
X(rnax) Difierence Y(min)
Y(rnax) Difierence Z(min)
-0,267
0.578
2.123
1.795
-0.328
-0.443

Std. Oev. 0,579
0.449
0,186
0,698
N o î q Blank cells indicate lost or damaged data

0.642

0,105

0,470

Z(max)
-0.562

0,340

Difference R(min)
-0,119

2.305

0.154

0.722

R(max) Difierence
1.899
-0.408

0,668

0.099

6.0 oz puck (meters)

nat2d5 -0.81
nat3â4 4,732
nat4d3 -1,151
natSd4 -1.206
nat6d2 4,868
nat7d2 -1,261
nat8d3 4.878
natQd4 0.242
nat10d3 0.591
natlld3 4.192

-0.447
-0,362

-0.75
-0.817
-0.422
-0.811
-0,321
0.359
0,746
-0.024

SM. Dev, 0,650 0,525

Appendix H

Individuai Data for the Hockey Ski11 Tests

.

ACCURACY SHOOT
5.0 oz pu&
Shooting
1 2 3 4 5 6
S
%
Player#7r s s s s s h 1
6
17%
s s s h h s
38bh s s s h s 2
6
33%
s s s h s s
35bs s s s h h 2
6
33%
s s h s s s
30bs s h s s h 2
6
33%
s h h s s h
37bs s s s s s O
6
0%
s s h s h s
29bs h s h h h 4
6
67%
s s s h s h
4ws h s s h s 2
6
33%
s s s h s h
6
5ws h s s s s 1
17%
s s h h s s
6
17%
Srs s s s s h 1
s s s s h h
1Owh s s h h s 3
6
50%
s h h h h h
6ws h s s s h 2
6
33%
s s s s h s
8ws s h s h h 3
6
50%
s s s s h s
4rs s s h h s 2
6
33%
s s h s s s
l r s h s s s s 1
6
17%
s h s s s s
2rs s h h s s 2
6
33%
h s s s s h
2wh s s s h s 2
6
33%
h s s s s h
31bs h h s h s 3
6
50%
s h h s h h
6
17%
34bs s s s s h 1
h h h h s s
33bh h h s s h 4
6
67%
s s s s s h
6
50%
32bh s h s s h 3
s s s s s h
6
33%
36bh s s s s h 2
h s s s s s
3rs s s s h s 1
6
17%
h s s s s h
6rs h s s s s 1
6
17%
s h h s s s
Mean
2
6
33%
Std. Dev.
1
O
17%
percentage scores are rounded to the nearest percent

4.5 oz puck
1 2 3 4 5 6 Hits Shot

Hits Shot

Shooting %

S

2
1

1
3

2
2
2
2
2
5
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
4
1
1
1

2
2
2
1.1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
O

33%
17%
17%
50%
33%
33%
33%
33%
33%
83%
17%
17%
17%
17%
33%
33%
67%
67%
17%
17%
17%
33%
33%
33%
18%

.

1

ACCURACY SHOOT
6.0 oz puck
Shooting
1 2 3 4 5 6
S
%
Player#7r h s s s s h 2
6
33%
s s h s s h
3 8 b h s h s h s 3
6
50%
s s s s s s
3 5 b s s h h h h
6
67%
s s s h s s
3 0 b s s h h s s 2
6
33%
h s h s s h
6
0%
37bs s s s s s O
h s h s s h
29bh s s h s h 3
6
50%
s s s s s h
4wh h s s s s
6
67%
s h s s s s
Sws h s s s s 1
6
17%
s s s s s h
Srs s s s s s O
6
0%
s s s s h s
l O w s s s s h s 1
6
17%
h h h h s s
6wh s h h s s 3
6
50%
s s s s s s
8ws h s s s s 1
6
17%
h s h s h s
6
0%
4 r s s s s s s O
s s s s s s
1rs s h s s h 2
6
33%
s s s s s s
6
33%
2 r s s h s h s 2
h s s s s s
2ws h h h s s 3
6
50%
s s s s s s
3 1 b s h h h h s 4
6
67%
h s h h s s
34bh s s h s h 3
6
50%
s s h s s s
33bs h h h h h 5
6
83%
s s s s h h
32bs s h s s s 1
6
17%
s s s h s h
6
17%
36bs s h s s s 1
s s s s h s
3rh s s h s s 2
6
33%
s s s s s h
6
33%
6 r h s s s h s 2
h s s h s s
Mean
2.1 6
36%
Std. Dev.
1.4 O
23%
'percentage scores are rounded to the nearest percent
5.5 oz pu&
1 2 3 4 5 6 Hits Shot

1

i
Hits Shot

Shooting %

s
-

2
O
1
3
3
1
2
1
1

4
O
3
6
6
1
O
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1.7

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
O

33%
33%
28%

]

PUCKHANDUNG
5.0 o z puck 5.5 oz puck 6.0 o z puck
Trial 1
Trial 1
Trial 1
Trial 1
Player #7r
13.09
12-69
12-72
13.28
38b
13.66
13.47
13.82
14-94
35b
13.47
13.22
13.5
30b
13.96
13.37
13.54
12.94
37b
13.87
14.4
14.12
14.25
29b
13.81
15.97
13.41
13.5
4w
13.79
14.1 8
13.W
14.37
Sw
13-59
14.09
13.53
13.57
5r
14.32
13.56
14.29
14.09
1Ow
14.16
14.03
14.12
13-94
6w
13.13
13.12
13.34
13.09
8w
13.5
13.53
13.34
4r
13.81
13.28
13.16
13-16
Ir
13.69
13.41
13.43
13-65
2r
12-69
1325
12.68
2w
12.87
13.22
13.38
13
31b
13.25
13.03
13
34b
13.13
13.18
13.53
13.19
33b
13.85
13.84
13.M
13.69
32b
13.28
13.16
13.03
12.65
36b
13.91
13.66
13.31
13.37
3r
12-59
12.78
12.69
14.41
6r
13.03
12.65
i3.28
Mean
13.50
13.57
13.43
13.54
Std. Dev
0.46
0.71
0.46
0.59
Note. empty cell is a deleted tirne as player lost puck dun'ng tri
4.5 oz puck

4.5 oz puck
1 2 3 4 5 goal saves misses shooting%

5.0 oz pu&
1 2 3 4 5 goals saves misses shooting% miss%

save% miss%

s
s
g
g
s
s
m

s
m
m
s
s
m
s

s
m
s
g
s
s
m

s
m
g
m
s
s
s

s
g
m
s
s
m
g

s g Q m 9
s m s s s
g s g s Q

O
1
2
2
O
O

1
3
O

3

s g g m m 2

5

1
1
2
5
3
2

O
3

2
1
O
2
2

1

1

4
2

1
O
2
1
X

s s m s s

O

1
4

X X X X X

X

X

0%
20%
40%
40%
0%
0%
20%
60%
0%
60%
40%
0%

100%
20%
20%
40%
100%
60%
40%
20%
80%
40%

20%
80%

0%

m s s s s

60%
40%
20%
0%
40%
40%
20%
20%

s m s s m
m s s s s
9 g m g g
g s m s s
s m s s m
m s s g s
smmrns
s g g s s
m s g m s
sssrng
m g g s s

0%
40%
20%

I

)

x

4

4

O
1

1
O

3

4
3
3

1
2
1
1
3
2

O
2

2

1
3

3

O

1
1
2

2
3
2

2

X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X

X
X
X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X X X X X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X X X X X

X
X

X

X

X X X X X

X

X

X

x x x x x

x

x

x

x x x x x

l1

O
O
O

X X X X X

1

1
1

36blxxxxx

x

x

3 f X X X X X

X

X

X

X X X X X

X

X

X

6 r x x x x x

x

x

x

x x x x x

x

x

x

Mean
Std. Dev.
x = missed trial because goalie was injured
s = Save by goalie

23%
52%
25%
Mean
24%
31%
19%
Std. Dev.
g = goal by player
rn = shot missed the net
*percentage scores are rounded to the nearest percent

O
0%
0%
80%
20%
0%
20%
0%
40%
20%
20%
40%

20%
24%

20%
40%
20%
20%
60%
4W
20%
80%
0%

40%
20%
20%

30%
18%

RAPlO FIRE
5.5 oz puck
1 2 3 4 5 goal saves misses shooting%

6.0 oz pu&
1 2 3 4 5 goals saves misses shooting% m e % miss%

m e % miss%

S

Player #7r s s s m
38b
s s g m
g s g m
35b
30b
B 8 8 8
n s m m
37b
s r n s s
28b

s
m
s
m
s
m

O

1

s
m
m
s
s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2

8w

4r
1r
2r
2w

31b
34b
33b
32b
36b
3r
6r

X X X X X

20%

s
s
s
s
s

O
O

g s s s s
g s
s s
g g
g s
s s
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x

80%

4

5w
Sr
1w
6w

s
s
s
s
s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

0%

1
2

4w

g
s
s
g
s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1

s
m
s
s
s

1
O

g g s m s

2
1

s
s
s
s

2
2

g
m
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s s
sm
s g
s m
m s
m s
s m
s m
s s

g
m
s
s

g s g o s

s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

O
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

s
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

m
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1
O
O

O
O
O
3
O
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Mean
Std. Dev.

x = rnissed trial because goalie was injured
s = save by goalie

g = goal by player

m = shot missed the net

*percentage scores are rounded to the nearest percent

168

4.5 oz puck

Trial 1 Trial
-

Player #7r

BREAKAWAYS
5.0 oz puck
5.5
3.0 oz pu&
oz puck
Trial Trial Trial Trial rtial1 Trial
f
2
1
2
2
S

S

G

6r
S
Total 10
Saves
3
Total
Goals
Shooting 23%

G
11

S
11

S
12

2

2

1

15%

15%

8%

%
Save %

77% 85% 85% 85% 77% 85% 85% 92%
percentage scores are rounded to the nearest
percent.
S = save G = goal
blank cell symbolizes missed trial as goalie was injured

Individual lndividua

Saves Goals Save %

Shooting
%

6

2

75%

25%

AF'PENDIX 1

Individual Data for Pre and Post-test Surveys

Level
provincial
national
international
western shield
ClAU

U22
2
13
10

NWT

.
8%
52%
40%

4
8

33%
67%

6 How many seasons were played et this level?
Years

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

7 Based on your expedence, as a player or a spectator, what is the most siginiRcant difference between
men's and women's hockey? (excluding body contad)
Reasons
faster skating
better passing
harder shots

more accurate shots
better offense
better defense
better goaltending
other:
more technical

and intense
better passing in
women's
worse temper,
men &ronger

O M e n wmparing male to female hockey playea, do you think the majority of females shoot and pass
with the same velocity as males?
response
Y=
no

022
2
22

MNT
8%
88%

12

reasons
022
males stronger
22
100% males play more
males skate faster
3
males more coordinated
males practice more
males more lessons
other
physical build,
longer levers
1

O Do you feel that femeles can raise the pu& with the same velocky and accuracy as male players? If no, what are the reasons?

response
Yes
no
velocity yes,
accuracy no

U22
6
10

24%
72%

1

4%

NWT
1
11

8%
92%

reasons
U22
males stronger
19
males play more
males skate faster
males more coordinated
males practice more
males more lessons
other:
physical sire

10 Several other female sports have adopted a lighter projectile to enhance the game or improve
performances (women's basketball, shot put etc.). How would you feel about adopting a lighter puck in women's hockey.

because ilwill not be
the same
should be the same
for all, not change for
females

1

4%

1

4%

13 Do you think a Yghter pu& would enhance the development of shooting and passing skills in women's hockey?

responses
Yes

no
maybel
undeclded
reasons
H will make the game faster
it would simply make H harder faster,
not enhance development
doesnt take as much effort
faster shots
Ihave not seen or us& it yet
I dont think # will improve accuracy,
just velodty
faster passes and harder shots
not needeâ we are strong enough
upper bodies aren't as strong
women have correct technique but are
not as strong as males

14 What do you feel would be the advantages of a lighter puck in women's hockey?
responses

faster game
faster shots

faster skating
faster passes
higher shots
faster goalles
easier to handle

1
10
5
1
3

4%
40%
20%
4%
12%

1

0%
83%
8%

2

17Oh

t

8%

10

15 Mat do you feel would be the disadvantages of a Nghter puck In mimen's hockey?
responses
game too easy
shots too fast for goalies
shots too high for goalies
too light, difficult to handle
other:
don1 feel there are any
ilwould be perceived as not real
hockey
not as much respect from others
public image, especially as
viewed by men
wouldnY look good ta eyes of skeptics
too much of a change
good for younger players but may
be too difficutt to adjust to
may be too bouncy

NWT

1
9

16 How do you feel wornen's hockey would be viewed if lighter pucks were used?

responses
game too easy
game for weaker sex

not real
hockey
other:

NWT

U22
1

4%

16

64%

5

11

44%

1

42%
8%

0%
0%
8%
75%

in different situations.
The bounces off boarûs and the fiuttering of puck M e n shot. I
loved the 5.0 oz puck, H wasnt too light but a noticeable difference.
The 5.5 oz was hard to notice a difference and the 4.5 oz puck was

1

8%

too light.

1

Neeâ to try in games and pradices.
1 am not sure how I feel about tt quite yet. I feel lt would change
the perceptionof the game. It might bring a negative view but other
woman's sports have used it, It is worth try ililincreases speed
and accuracy of the shots on net and contra1of the puck.

1

8%
8%

1

8%

POST TEST RESULTS
1 Did you think that you would enjoy pîaying with the Ughter pucâs belore thk Ice session? Explain your answer.

reasons
my shot could use a little
help
could have adjusted better
didnY really i o n a definite
opinion
because I think they will irnprove
the women's garne
because ilis too light
fun to try, see how hard can

shoot
Change the game, I Ike the way
it is
would ôe interesting, different
gaod experience and fun
fun too pick the top corner
every time
rnakes us look weak
too light and not needed
ahvays liked the regular pu&
I thought ilwould make
everything easier
I am not as strong as the others
so il would give me advantage

Because with a lighter pu&
I think I would have better

-

technique, more control and a
faster shot
Never had the opportunity to try
il.
A new way to improve the game,
I want to do everything to
impmve womenb hockey.
I thought I would be
unmortable with the welght
I wasn't sure about il,
Skeptical at first but after trying
the lighter puck I think ilwould
be Worth a tfy,
I was skeptical but for certain
weights IdidnY see a big
difierence,
I think it will make the game
quicker.
2 Do you pcefer the llgMer pucks now? Expialn your answer.

reasons
easier to shoot with but harâer
to handle, pass, etc,
shots seemed a lot quicker
and
harder
makes shooting easier
too light to handle, too bouncy

1

4%

1

4%

1

4%

3

12%

yes, 5,O or 5.5
faster
too light (4.5 oz) went
everywhere
H's fun but Ididn't have a
preferenc
e
passing the 4.5 oz was too light,

but they were O,K, for
stickhandling and shooting
5.5 oz is good, other are too
bouncy
it's fun but not mal hockey
didnY find much difference
between 5 5 and 6,6 is fine
I have not played a garne yet
didn't like the 4.5 or 5.0, but
5.5 oz was fine
The 5,5 and 5.02 was ObK,, l'm
not sure, if Iprefer it but I liked il
Shoot harder, more accuracy
You can shoot harder and have
a better pass when off balance,
Ilike the feel of the speed of the
lighter shot birt Iwutd not say
for sure I like the feel of stick

handling.
I need more tirne to play with the
IigMer pu&, but Ilike il.
Would like to try the puck for
a longer period of time.
Your technique or how much

power you put into your shot can
be less and you can still shoot

had.
Shot with some ease,
Ithink H will make the game
quicker,
Ithink Iwould like to try a lighter
puck,
Not sure, the 4.5 oz was too
light
3 DM H take a long lime to adjust to the IigMer pucks? Expiain your answer.

reasons
didnY have time to adjud, just
carried out drills (4.5)
adjusted a little bit too each one
not much difference, 4.5 oz s
lm18 difficuh t0 ~ûntl'd
a liîîle
lighter they are the less you
have to do to get them up

wasnl a huge dMerence
depend on weight of puck
wasnY too bad tao adjust too,
harder too adjud to passing
much bouncier
I kept shooting too high
especially the tightest one
5 3 oz O.K,, others too light
when you shoot they take off,
go more qukkly when you are

passing
the very light pucks are a drastic
change
2 or 3 shots of each puck
I think it would take sorne
time,
Afler the 4.5 oz had to adjust
the angle of my stick so the
pu& wouldnY flutter
I fel t like it was easier
I never used it enough to answer
this question.

I just adjustecl my follow through.
Just the weight transfer,
Fi& few shots to adjust.
I noticed more of a rebound than
anything

.

4 Would you ôe willing to expeiment with a lighter puck in a game? If no, why not?

teasons
not a 4.5, maybe a 5,s oz
I love hockey the way it is right
now, why change
not the lightest one, il throws
you off in speed of passes
(hard to hang on to)

3

12%

2

8%

5 The lighter pucûs were easier to stlcû handle than the regulatian pu&.

responses
strongly disagree
disagree
slightly disagree

no difference
slightly agree
egree
strongly agree
reasons
jus4 different from normal,
puck bouncing all over
6 The lighter pucks could be shot with a greater velocily than the regulation puck.

responses
strongly disagree
disagree
slightly disagree
no difference
slightly agree
agree
strongly agree
7 The lighter pucks could be raised off the ice more easily than the regulation puck.

responses

U22

NWT

28

4
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slightly disagree
no difference
slightly agree
agree
strongly agree

14 Did you feel there was a difference in feel M e e n the Hght weight pucks and the regulatlon puck.
If yes, which of the light weight pucks do you feel made the greatest difference with respect to
the feel of the puck while playing.
responses
Yes
no

U22
24

06%

21
2
1

84%
8%

NWT
11

92%
0%

responses

4,s oz
5.0 oz
5.5 oz

8

3

67%
25%

4%

15 Do you think the ltghter puck woutd enhance the developrnent of shooting and passing skills
in women's hockey? Expîain your answer.

responses
Yes

no
maybelundedded
reasons
once it was used a bit more
it would be great for younger,
new players in the garne
because you can be more

accurate
don't have to be as strong, young

girls would lind it easier
if brought in for younger kids the
technique could be emphasized
more, especially because they
just want to raise the puck, now
they could M i l e pradidng
proper technique
but the lighter pu& should be
5 3 oz, Ididnl like the other ones
we won1 be good with a regular
puck afler
the lighter pucks were fun but the
regular pu& work gmat
you have to be stmng to shoot
the regular pucks
because it would be easier to
work on technique
for young players, just as H
would for young boys
we are adjusted to a weight
the lighter puck is had to contml
just because the pu& is lighter
doesnY mean you are a better
passer
For the young players but amer
that they should use 6.0 oz,
At younger ages for both boys
and girls the lighter puck would
improve skill development,
Yes, because in order for a
fernale to get their shot off with
speed, they have to have perfect
balance and technique. A lot of
times in a game, you are off

respanses
game too easy
shots too fast for goalies
shots too ttigh for goalies
too, ligM diMcuH to handle
other:
other:
no disadvantage
puck may b o u m tao much
4.5 oz not stable enough
Too bouncy, the reflection off the
boards makes puck fiutter,
Impact of viewers and how media
etc., wouM porlray Hs use,
18 If you were to recornmend a lighter puck, which would you prefer?
responses

4.5 oz
5 0 oz
5.5 oz

U22
O
10

30%
64%

MNT
3
6
4

25%
50%
33%

10 How do you feel women's hockey would be vieweâ I lighter pucks were useâ? State any additional comments or concems

you may have on the use of a lighter puck in women's hockey.
responses

game too easy
game for a weaker sex
not real hockey
game is faster and more well
played
enhances women's game
revolution of wornen's hockey

other

would hud game, segregate us more îtom
men's hockey, lose all the respect that
we have gained
good for woments hockey
I dont think the game would be viewed any
differently,
I think that at this the, we have gained the
respect of many male viewers because we
are patidpating as equals and are better
than many of them.
Depends on marketing.

2

8%

1

8%

1

8%

1
1

8%
8%

20 State any additional comrnents or concems you may have on the use of a light weigM puck in women's hockey,
responses
sacrifice puck control (initially)
shots would be
harâet
U's good, 4 5 is too light, bobbles a lot, 5.0 and 5.5 are good

I like the idea,
not
needed
4.5 oz very bouncy but would be very good for kids hockey
I think maybe slightly lighter would &e fine, but I really am fine
with the regular puck
The 4.5 oz is not a good weight. It makes receiving the p a s

too diftïcult since the puck tends to fiutter and not stay on the ice
It is a good idea for younger players of both sexes but l feel the
problem will arise with how people view women's hockey
I think the study is needed but am happy with the regular puck,
thanks, it was fun
4.5 and 5.0 oz pretty hard to control, might recommend it for

beginnlng or Tirst year players.
1
That they are thmm, into the game too quiddy, people don1
have tlme to adjust, The variety in physical sizes in women what
is too llght for some is good for someone else choose a standard
and stick to H.
Durlng exerdse I went from shooting 5.0 4.5 5.5 6.0. 1 found
that switching 112 an ounce did not make a difference in speedl
technique but switching from 4.5 5.5 took both speed and
technique away. But switching fmm 5,s 6.0 was fine. I think I
really liked rny fi& round urhich was 5.0. Ithink ilwill be great for
our gamet11 Relalively speaking how can you arguelrnake a
negative remarû, when men on average out weigh woman by
about 50 or 80 Ibs.
I thlnk the pu& h a great kiea, the only problem 1 can see is too
bouncy
It is worth trying however, should be used for a longer period
of time for better measurement,
It woulâ improve the speed of the game and we wouîd have more
shots during the games, Maybe we could more people comlng to
and wathing the game,
I think wornen's hockey needs to have a lighter puck. The only
thing holding women's hockey back in compadson to the men's
game is nie strengthîspeed of pass and velocîty of shots. In shooting
the different pucks agalnst the boards, Ifound the bke and red to be
extremely bouncy, The only one I found similar to the regulation puck
in ternis of handling was the yellow puck, It did not seem to be as
bouncy as the others, I think this is a great idea and the lighter puck
should be introduced in exhibition games and hopefully then used
in the women's hockey game.
It b good to use heavier weights to develop strength. Ithink it
would have to be rated for different ages and skills,
I think ilis a great ldea but we need more time using the pucks
ln different situations.
The bounces off boards and the fluttering of puck when shot. I
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4%

